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The importance of irregular applications such as graph analytics is

rapidly growing with the rise of Big Data. However, parallel graph work-

loads tend to perform poorly on general-purpose chip multiprocessors (CMPs)

due to poor cache locality, low compute intensity, frequent synchronization,

uneven task sizes, and dynamic task generation. At high thread counts, execu-

tion time is dominated by worklist synchronization overhead and cache misses.

Researchers have proposed hardware worklist accelerators to address schedul-

ing costs, but these proposals often harden a specific scheduling policy and do

not address high cache miss rates.

This thesis presents Minnow, a technique that addresses these bottle-

necks by augmenting each core in a CMP with a memory throughput-optimized

lightweight engine connected through an accelerator interface. These engines

offload worklist operations from worker threads, reducing synchronization costs
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and improving scalability. The engines also perform worklist-directed prefetch-

ing, a software prefetching technique that exploits knowledge of upcoming

tasks to perform nearly perfectly accurate and timely prefetch operations.

In this thesis, we first characterize several graph applications within a

popular graph analytics framework to determine their performance and bottle-

necks. Next, Minnow and worklist-directed prefetching are discussed in detail,

including the Minnow accelerator interface, microarchitecture, and prefetch

flow control mechanism. Finally, the benefits of Minnow and worklist-directed

prefetching are evaluated within a cycle-accurate microarchitectural simulator.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“People who are really serious about software
should make their own hardware.”

— Alan Kay

The pervasiveness of multicore processors has shifted part of the burden

of improving program execution speed from chip manufacturers to software

developers. However, while regular programs operating on dense matrices

with predictable access patterns are well-understood, irregular programs are

much harder to parallelize due to unpredictable data accesses, poor locality,

limited computational intensity, and data-dependent control flow [148].

In this thesis, these issues are explored in the context of graph analyt-

ics. Graph algorithms are notoriously difficult to execute efficiently on modern

general-purpose processors [97] and have become an increasingly important

problem over a wide range of domains [117], including web search [114], social

networks [61] [83], and recommendation systems [42]. With growing dataset

sizes and graph query complexity, the demand for fast graph analytics perfor-

mance has pressured researchers to develop more efficient parallel algorithms

[154] [100] [63] [88].
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1.1 Worklist-Based Graph Algorithms

The difficulty of creating customized parallel graph applications has

led to the development of graph processing frameworks based on common

design patterns [141] [53] [134] [118] [99]. Graph algorithms can be decomposed

into parallel tasks, called operators, usually where each operator processes a

single node in the graph [118]. In topology-driven implementations [99], in

each iteration, the operator is applied to all nodes in the graph, allowing the

algorithm to be statically scheduled. In data-driven implementations [106],

the operator is only applied to active nodes that require processing, reducing

work but increasing dynamic load balancing overhead. Active nodes are stored

as tasks enqueued into a global queue called a worklist, from which they are

scheduled to different threads.

1.2 The Importance of Priority Scheduling

Many graph algorithms are unordered, meaning operators can be ap-

plied to nodes in any order until the convergence condition is reached. How-

ever, the rate of convergence can be improved for certain unordered algorithms

by enforcing some algorithmic priority order. Improving convergence rate im-

proves work efficiency, the total number of tasks executed by the parallel

algorithm relative to the number of tasks executed by an efficient serial al-

gorithm. Worklists implement partial ordering to gain most of the efficiency

benefit while uncovering more parallelism and reducing overhead relative to a

strict priority worklist [90]. For example, through the use of priority ordering,

2



the computational complexity of Single-Source Shortest Path (SSSP) can be

reduced from O(ve), where v is the number of vertices and e is the number

of edges, to nearly O(v log v + e) based on how closely priority ordering is

followed.

However, previous work has either downplayed or ignored the effects of

partial priority ordering on overall performance [141] [129]. While the benefits

of ordering depend on the particular algorithm and input, taking advantage of

prioritization can result in orders-of-magnitude speedup compared to a state-

of-the-art unordered graph framework due to improved work efficiency [90].

1.3 Graph Worklists are Synchronization-Bound

Despite considerable research in both software and hardware directions,

general-purpose CMPs are still inefficient at executing parallel graph work-

loads [12]. Software worklists provide good performance as long as operators

are large compared to worklist overheads. In many graph algorithms, opera-

tors however tend to be very small, on the order of hundreds to thousands of

instructions [65] [82]. Traditional multicore processors are, therefore, poorly-

suited for executing parallel programs with abundant fine-grained parallelism

expressed as many small tasks [87]. For these programs, software task sched-

ulers achieve only limited parallel speedups due to the increased overhead

relative to the number of instructions executed per task [82].
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1.4 Graph Operators are Latency-Bound

Serial and parallel graph algorithms generally have hard-to-predict mem-

ory access patterns and low computational intensity, resulting in cores con-

stantly stalling on pending memory requests. A common operator memory

access pattern is, for a given node in the graph, reading its outgoing edges

and its destination nodes and conditionally performing an atomic write opera-

tion to each destination node. Processing operators in this way is a classic

pointer-chasing problem, in which memory accesses depend on dereferenc-

ing data values stored in memory. Prior work demonstrates that modern

microprocessors cannot extract enough memory-level parallelism (MLP) to

hide frequent cache misses [12]. In addition, many graph algorithms exhibit

poor spatial and temporal locality, making traditional stride and table-based

pointer-chasing prefetchers a poor fit [158]. The end result is that many graph

algorithms underutilize both compute and bandwidth, providing opportunity

for substantial room for improvement.

1.5 Minnow Addresses These Bottlenecks

This thesis addresses these key bottlenecks with Minnow, a technique

that augments each CMP core with a lightweight Minnow engine connected

by an accelerator interface. Minnow engines are heavily multithreaded to en-

able high memory-level parallelism at low cost, providing an efficient method

to utilize CMP core resources more efficiently with minimal microarchitec-

tural modifications. The engines decouple worklist operations from worker

4



threads, thus removing scheduling from the critical path and improving scal-

ability. In addition, Minnow engines perform worklist-directed prefetching, a

software prefetching technique that extends helper threads to multithreaded

task-parallel applications by exploiting application knowledge of upcoming

tasks to issue nearly perfectly accurate and timely prefetch requests. While

multithreaded offload engines are a common design pattern, we are unaware

of prior use of these engines to perform worklist operations and prefetching.

Minnow offers additional improvements over existing hardware work-

list accelerators that enable it to be scalable, practical, and low cost. Minnow

engines interface with the L2 cache and second-level TLB, leveraging the ex-

isting cache hierarchy for storage and communication. The Minnow engine

microarchitecture is fully distributed and does not require any global hard-

ware structures, interfacing with cores through dedicated hardware instruc-

tions which can be abstracted by augmenting existing graph frameworks to

support Minnow.

This thesis evaluates Minnow by adding accelerator support to the

Galois task framework and simulating performance on several Galois graph

workloads. Several Galois software optimizations, including work splitting, are

proposed to further improve overall Galois performance and scalability. By

addressing key graph bottlenecks, Minnow results in significantly improved

scalability and IPC when evaluated on a 64-core CMP in simulation with

minimal area overhead.
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1.6 Thesis Contributions

This thesis explores efficient implementation of parallel graph analytics

workloads on general-purpose CMPs and proposes techniques across the soft-

ware stack to achieve this goal. The following contributions are emphasized:

• Workload Characterization: Our characterization of bottlenecks in par-

allel data-driven graph analytics workloads contradicts conclusions from

previous work [12]. These findings motivate the rest of the thesis, in-

cluding the design of Minnow.

• Engines for Worklist Offload: We propose the use of programmable en-

gines with access to the core’s memory subsystem to offload worklist

operations without the need for a separate interconnection network and

fully compatible with existing software approaches. The programmable

engines do not harden a specific scheduling policy and can support par-

tial priority ordering.

• Worklist-directed Prefetching: We extend helper threads to multithreaded

task-parallel applications by exploiting knowledge of upcoming tasks

within the worklist to issue accurate and timely prefetch requests. We

address prefetch timeliness through a credit-based throttling mechanism

that addresses issues inherent to distance-based throttling.

• Minnow: We demonstrate the effectiveness of the combination of work-

list offload and worklist-directed prefetching by comparing their com-

bined performance in simulation to conventional approaches and a state-

of-the-art hardware prefetcher on parallel graph analytics workloads.
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1.7 Thesis Outline

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides

background on graph analytics, the Galois programming model and frame-

work, and our selected workloads. Chapter 3 describes related work. Chapter

4 motivates our design by characterizing our selected workloads. Chapter

5 describes the Minnow architecture, Minnow engine microarchitecture, and

worklist-directed prefetching. Chapter 6 shows experimental results to char-

acterize Minnow performance. Chapter 7 offers conclusions and directions for

future work. Appendix A describes optimizations made to the Galois frame-

work to improve performance and scalability. Appendix B describes a method

for mapping Galios applications to FPGA.
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Chapter 2

Background

“Get your facts first, and then you can distort
them as much as you please.”

— Mark Twain

2.1 Task Scheduling

A common parallel programming approach is to decompose a program

into many fine-grained independent tasks and schedule these tasks to cores.

Tasks can be scheduled statically by a compiler or dynamically at runtime.

Common runtime approaches include phase-based inspector-executor execu-

tion [126] and fully asychronous scheduling with scheduler queues [19] [46]

[90]. Static scheduling is simpler but is only efficient when the number of tasks,

task execution time, and dependencies between tasks can be easily determined

prior to execution. Many algorithms, including most irregular algorithms, do

not satisfy these requirements and thus require dynamic scheduling for good

scalability to high thread counts [107].

One approach could be to use the OS to schedule these tasks. Tra-

ditional OS scheduling, however, assumes long-running tasks, with context

switches every few milliseconds and each context switch costing several mi-
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croseconds [91]. This overhead is impractical when dynamically scheduling

millions of tasks, each completing in thousands of cycles. Researchers there-

fore have developed lightweight software runtime layers to reduce scheduling

overhead by over an order of magnitude [48] [124]. A large body of work exists

for software dynamic task scheduling [22] [149] [55], in particular work stealing

[20] [2] [28]. Work stealing is attractive since load balancing decisions are only

made when a worker thread runs out of work, but suffer from scaling issues at

high thread counts [87]. Examples of popular multithreaded task-based soft-

ware runtime frameworks include Cilk [19], OpenMP [46], and OpenCL [140],

which implement sophisticated forms of software dynamic load balancing. For

the applications targeted by these runtime frameworks, the task scheduling

overhead is small compared to the large size of the tasks, enabling high per-

formance and scalability. These runtimes generally have limited support for

specifying task dependencies, usually providing constructs such as global bar-

riers (e.g. the sync construct in Cilk) which do not scale to higher thread

counts. In the case of DO-ALL loops in OpenMP, the number of iterations

must also be known before the loop is executed.

Scheduling is also a first-order concern in many other domains, such as

internet core routers [155]. State-of-the-art routers have the ability to dynam-

ically schedule between tens of thousands of queues at hundreds of millions

of scheduling decisions per second per chip [156]. While there are significant

differences between networking and fine-grained task scheduling, such as the

size of the packets, latency timescales, and various other area and performance
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Algorithm Domain Priority Order
Single-Source Shortest Path Mapping, GPS, Networking Min Distance First [100]
Breadth-First Search Shortest path, Networking Min Label First
Connected Components Social Networks, Labeling Min Label First
PageRank Web Search, Graph Analysis Max Residual First [154]
Residual Belief Propagation AI, Information Theory Max Residual First
Boruvka’s Algorithm Graph Analysis, Networking Min Degree First

Table 2.1: Example Unordered Algorithms with Priority Ordering

tradeoffs, some networking routing, prioritization, and scheduling algorithms

are similar across domains.

2.1.1 Priority Task Scheduling

In the unordered algorithms considered in this thesis, a task scheduler

is allowed to schedule tasks in any order until the convergence condition is

reached to achieve a correct result. The final output may be different for

different orders, but all outputs are acceptable, a feature known as don’t-care

non-determinism [118]. However, some orders may be more efficient than

others. Table 2.1 shows a few example algorithms in a variety of domains

with orderings [60] that improve the convergence rate of the algorithm. Not

only may the order affect the time taken to process a given task, it may even

affect the total number of tasks created and executed. Therefore, each task

is assigned an associated priority that is a measure of its relative importance

and, therefore, when it should be scheduled relative to other tasks.

Performance gains from priority ordering come from two areas. Firstly,

the order may affect the asymptotic computational complexity of the algorithm
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[41] [128]. Secondly, some schedules may exploit cache locality better than

others. State-of-the-art runtime systems are able to take advantage of both of

these areas [60].

Parallel priority task schedulers are usually implemented using concur-

rent priority queues, such as those in the Intel Thread Building Blocks library

[120]. To achieve higher performance, rather than using the raw priority num-

ber, tasks of ranges of priorities are mapped to buckets, in which tasks within

each bucket are treated as if they were the same priority. This greatly reduces

software overhead and improves overall performance.

2.1.2 The Ordered by Integer Metric Priority Scheduler

A current state-of-the-art software scheduler is the Ordered by Inte-

ger Metric (OBIM) concurrent priority scheduler, found in the Galois graph

framework. OBIM discretizes user-specified priorities into buckets as follows:

bucket number = priority � lg bucket interval

OBIM attempts to process buckets in order, but work within each bucket is

unordered and can be scheduled in parallel. Buckets are implemented with

a concurrent FIFO, and a concurrent ordered map stores pointers to each

bucket. Increasing the bucket interval increases parallelism but lowers work

efficiency; the optimal bucket interval depends on the algorithm, input, and

host machine.

Lenarth et al. demonstrated that OBIM can outperform concurrent
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priority queues by up to 40x, reducing software overheads from 80% to as

low as 10% [90] with 8 cores running SSSP. This is due to several reasons.

Firstly, the OBIM scheduler is optimized to reduce scheduling overheads by

optimizing for common-case scenarios. Secondly, as following strict priority is

not necessary for correctness, OBIM breaks this requirement to help reduce

communication and thread synchronization costs. Thirdly, OBIM exploits the

memory hierarchy to minimize coherence traffic across processors. However,

software priority worklists generally don’t scale to large numbers of cores.

According to the authors, when running on 40 cores, software overhead for

OBIM reaches 40-60% depending on the application.

The OBIM priority scheduler as described in the paper is highly tuned

for its target host architecture. However, it is possible to take its high level

concepts and adapt it to run on any host architecture. OBIM consists of a

hierarchy of schedulers: a priority scheduler that maps global priority levels to

unordered schedulers, and unordered schedulers that hold work and perform

load balancing. To achieve low overheads, OBIM assumes that buckets are

large enough such that switching from one bucket to another is a fairly rare

occurence. While this assumption may lower work efficiency, overall perfor-

mance is still greatly improved.

2.2 The Galois Framework

Galois is an asynchronous task framework for parallel data-driven al-

gorithms that may exploit partial priority ordering [118]. Galois provides a
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Graph graph = { /* init */ };
WorkList<Node> workQ();

// Initialize graph node values
for(Node node : graph) {

node.distance = -1;
}
graph.nodes[srcNode].distance = 0;

// Initialize worklist
workQ.enq(0, srcNode);

foreach(Node node : workQ) {
for(Edge edge : node.edges) {

Node destNode = edge.destNode;
int newDist = node.distance + edge.weight;
if(newDist < destNode.distance) {

destNode.distance = newDist;
int priority = newDist/bucketInterval;
workQ.enq(priority, destNode);

}
}

}

Figure 2.1: Galois pseudocode for SSSP Delta-Stepping
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foreach loop construct, where loop bodies, representing tasks, are scheduled

for parallel execution by an OBIM worklist scheduler.

Galois is designed to parallelize irregular algorithms, and is well-suited

for graph analytics. An example is SSSP, shown in Figure 2.1. The worklist is

initialized with the source node, and each task processes a single node. Tasks

explore node neighbors and conditionally update node values and generate

more tasks.

The code shown can represent Dijkstra’s algorithm [79], Bellman-Ford

[52], or Delta-stepping [100] depending on the instantiated worklist. Dijkstra

processes nodes shortest-distance-first in strict priority order. While this is

efficient with complexity O(v log v + e), it exposes no parallelism since each

task may produce the next-highest priority task. Bellman-Ford trades off

work efficiency for parallelism by processing tasks in any order, increasing

complexity to O(ve). Delta-stepping uses partial ordering to maintain a high

degree of parallelism with Dijkstra-like efficiency by discretizing priorities into

buckets. Delta-stepping naturally maps to OBIM.

2.3 The Galois Threading Model

The Galois infrastructure takes code written using the Galois program-

ming model and libraries and automatically parallelizes the foreach loop body

across multiple worker threads as shown in the simplified pseudocode in Figure

2.3. At the start of a Galois foreach kernel, the Galois infrastructure launches

N worker threads as specified by the user. Each Galois foreach loop iteration
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��������

Worker Thread

task = deq();

…

for(e:edges){

…

enq(e.dest);

}

Worker Thread

task = deq();

…

for(e:edges){

…

enq(e.dest);

}

	

Figure 2.2: The Galois threading model. Worker threads independently de-
queue and enqueue tasks from/to the shared worklist.

is treated as a separate task, with each task executing a copy of the foreach

loop body but processing different data. Tasks are stored as entries in the

worklist, implemented as a concurrent partial priority queue. As shown in

Figure 2.2, each worker thread executes a loop that dequeues a task from the

worklist, executes the task, and enqueues any newly generated tasks back to

the worklist, continuing until no work remains in the system.

As the number of concurrent worker threads grows, worklist enqueue

and dequeue operations take longer to complete due to more threads contend-

ing for the shared worklist data structure. Thus, the fraction of execution time

per thread spent on worklist operations increases with the number of threads,

thus running into an Amdahl’s Law [8] bottleneck. These bottlenecks must be

addressed to enable scalability at high thread counts.
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void runWorker() {
while(!globalDone()) {

Task* task = worklist.pop();
if(task)

do_foreach(task);
}

}

void galois_runForEach() {
...
for(int i = 0; i < numThreads; i++) {

// Launch a thread executing runWorker()
thread_spawn(runWorker);

}
...

}

Figure 2.3: Pseudocode for Galois infrastructure

2.3.1 Galois vs. other programming models

Galois includes a high-level programming model; thus its programming

model can be implemented within any parallel framework such as CUDA and

OpenCL. The Galois team has implemented Galois on both Java and C++,

and is working on implementing Galois on GPU using CUDA [23]. Davidson et

al. [41] demonstrated the potential value of Galois for GPU by implementing a

SSSP delta-stepping within CUDA using worklists, claiming 14x to 340x higher

performance compared to a Bellman-Ford implementation depending on the

input. However, the authors had to construct custom Galois-like worklists and

synchronization mechanisms on top of CUDA. As this was a custom solution

designed to run only SSSP, these modules must be reimplemented to effectively

target a different application. Considerable work must be done to build up
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the synchronization, scheduling, work-balancing, and work spilling features of

a Galois worklist.

There are many other programming frameworks targeting graph appli-

cations, such as PowerGraph [53], Ligra [134], and GraphGen [110]. These

frameworks are all vertex-centric, meaning that computation is expressed in

terms of each vertex and its neighbors. The schedule is simple: iterate across

all vertices in the graph until the algorithm converges. Although this pro-

gramming model is useful and easy to understand, vertex-centric models can

be inefficent since even nodes without any work are executed every cycle. In

addition, since a vertex only has information about its immediate neighbors,

information is propogated slowly, one hop at a time.

Recent work has introduced several new graph frameworks targeting

GPUs. Gunrock [150] implements a data-centric abstraction centered on op-

erations on a vertex or edge frontier with a bulk-synchronous execution model.

Groute [17] supports an asynchronous multi-GPU programming model for ir-

regular computations. CuSha [74] provides a simple bulk-synchronous vertex-

centric programming model, focusing on improving warp utilization with graph

sharding and concatenated windows. Compared to CPU graph frameworks,

GPU graph frameworks must choose programming models that map well to

the less-general GPU architecture. Although Gunrock and Groute support

priorities, they only support two-level priority queues and therefore are less

work-efficient than Galois for CPU on workloads sensitive to prioritization.
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2.4 Benchmarks

This thesis is evaluated on a benchmark suite comprised of a variety of

parallel graph algorithms implemented in Galois. We selected workloads based

on their popularity in prior work to use as an effective point of comparison,

and added additional workloads to capture a wide range of potential behavior.

Not all algorithms tested benefit from priority ordering or have significant

worklist bottlenecks, which helps determine the stengths and weaknesses of the

presented techniques. Each benchmark were custom implementations using

the state-of-the-art non-blocking versions of the algorithm. We made further

changes to Galois as described in Appendix ?? to improve performance and

scalability.

2.4.1 Single-Source Shortest Path

Single-Source Shortest Path (SSSP), the problem of finding the shortest

path from a single source node to all connected nodes, is a well-known and

long-studied problem with many practical applications on a wide spectrum

of graph types. The key operation in SSSP is the edge relaxation: given a

node, for each of its neighbors, calculate the distance from the current node

to its neighbor. If this new distance is less than the current known distance,

then use this new value as the current known distance. Delta-stepping [100]

is implemented as described in Figure 2.1.
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Graph graph = { /* init */ };
WorkList<Node> workQ();

// Initialize graph node values
for(Node node : graph) {

node.hops = -1;
}
graph.nodes[srcNode].hops = 0;

// Initialize worklist
workQ.enq(0, srcNode);

foreach(Node node : workQ) {
for(Edge edge : node.edges) {

Node destNode = edge.destNode;
int newHops = node.hops + 1;
if(newHops < destNode.hops) {

destNode.hops = newDist;
int priority = newDist/bucketInterval;
workQ.enq(priority, destNode);

}
}

}

Figure 2.4: Galois pseudocode for BFS
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2.4.2 Breadth-First Search

Breadth-First Search (BFS) is an algorithm for traversing data struc-

tures. When applied to a graph, it starts from a source node and explores and

labeling its neighbors, then continues exploring and labeling the neighbors’

neighbors, etc. The algorithm completes when all vertices reachable from the

source are labeled. As the edge traversal pattern of BFS is a fundamental

method on which many graph algorithms are based, BFS is a critical compo-

nent of the Graph 500 supercomputer benchmark suite [102].

An efficient serial BFS implementation has complexity O(v + e), since

every vertex and every edge will be explored in the worst case. However, a

parallel implementation cannot use the naive node traversal implementation.

There have been various studies on methods to implement efficient BFS al-

gorithms [13] [14] [59]. A standard method for implementing BFS is using a

modified SSSP algorithm on a directed, unweighted graph as shown in Figure

2.4. The resulting node distances from the source node is equal to the level in

the generated BFS tree.

2.4.3 Connected Components

In an undirected graph, a connected component is a maximal set of

nodes that are reachable from each other. The goal of the connected compo-

nents algorithm is to find all connected components in the graph, i.e. assign

each node to one set of connected components. Identifying connected compo-

nents is common in graph analytics. For example, researchers at Yahoo used
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Graph graph = { /* init */ };
WorkList<Node> workQ();

// Initialize graph node values
for(Node node : graph) {

node.label = node.id;
}

// Initialize worklist
for(Node node : graph) {

workQ.enq(node.id, node);
}

foreach(Node node : workQ) {
for(Edge edge : node.edges) {

Node destNode = edge.destNode;
int newLabel = node.label;
if(newLabel < destNode.label) {

destNode.distance = newLabel;
int priority = newDist/bucketInterval;
workQ.enq(priority, destNode);

}
}

}

Figure 2.5: Galois pseudocode for Connected Components
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connected components to analyze properties of the Flickr social network [81].

Eubank et al. [49] formed social contact graphs to model disease outbreaks

and used the largest connected component as a metric to show how vaccina-

tions and quarantines can reduce the scale of an outbreak. Boccaletti et al.

[21] use connected components to show internet network resilency as nodes are

removed due to errors or attacks.

A popular solution is to use iterative label propagation [73], such as

the algorithm originally proposed in [62], in which nodes are logically merged

together to form ”supernodes” representing the connected component. CC is

implemented as shown Figure 2.5. Each graph node is initially given a unique

ID. Then, each node updates its label to be the minimal value ID among itself

and its neighbors. This process continues until no node updates its label. As

labels monotonically decrement to their minimal value, smaller labels should be

processed first to prevent labels from transitioning to intermediate values. An

efficient implementation has complexity O(d(v + e)), where d is the diameter

of the graph.

2.4.4 PageRank

PageRank [114] is a popular link analysis algorithm designed for ranking

the importance of web pages. Intuitively, it can be thought of as modeling the

behavior of a random surfer. The random surfer simply clicks on successive

links at random. In addition, the surfer has a chance of getting bored and

jumps to a random page. The chance of the surfer not getting bored and
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Graph graph = { /* init */ };
WorkList<Node> workQ();

// Initialize graph node values
for(Node node : graph) {

node.pagerank = 1.0 - dampFactor;
node.residual = 0.0;

}

// Calculate initial residual
for(Node node : graph) {

for(Edge edge : node.edges) {
edge.destNode.residual += (1 / node.numEdges) * (1 - δ) * δ;

}
}

// Initialize worklist
for(Node node : graph) {

workQ.enq(node.numEdges, node);
}

foreach(Node node : workQ) {
double oldResidual = node.residual;
node.residual = 0.0;
node.pagerank += oldResidual;

for(Edge edge : node.edges) {
Node destNode = edge.destNode;
double oldDestResidual = destNode.residual;
destNode.residual += oldResidual * δ/node.numEdges;

if((dest.residual >= ε) && (oldDestResidual < ε)) {
int priority = destNode.numEdges;
workQ.enq(priority, destNode);

}
}

}

Figure 2.6: Galois pseudocode for PageRank
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clicking on a link is known as the damping factor, or δ, and is usually set to

0.85. The resulting PageRank score for each website represents the likelihood

that the random surfer will arrive at any particular page.

While traditional parallel implementations have been topology-driven,

recent research has discovered that PageRank can be more efficiently paral-

lelized through the use of data-driven algorithms [154]. The authors show that

by processing large residual nodes first, the algorithm may converge faster in

theory. However, using a software priority scheduler resulted in lower perfor-

mance, which the authors argue is because the improvements available through

priority scheduling are minor and are balanced by the increased software over-

head of priority ordering. Therefore, PageRank represents a challenging sce-

nario for a priority scheduler. PageRank is implemented with the non-blocking

data-driven push-based algorithm presented in [154], with work prioritized by

descending node residual as shown in Figure 2.6.

2.4.5 Triangle Counting

The number of triangles, sets of three mutually adjacent nodes, in a

graph is a key graph statistic commonly used in graph analytics. Becchetti

et al. [15] uses triangle counting for spam detection. Welser et al. [152] uses

triangles to determine the role of a user in an online community. Triangle

counts are also used as a component in more advanced statistics, such as a

graph’s clustering coefficient [137].

Figure 2.7 shows the implemented node-iterator-hashed triangle count-
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Graph graph = { /* init */ };
WorkList<Node> workQ();

// Initialize worklist
for(int i = 0; i < graph.numNodes; i++) {

workQ.enq(i, i);
}

foreach(Node node : workQ) {
for(Edge edge1 : node.edges) {

Node destNode1 = edge1.destNode;
for(Edge edge2 : node.edges) {

Node destNode2 = edge2.destNode;
if((node.id < destNode1.id) && (destNode1.id < destNode2.id)) {

if(destNode2.hashmap[calcHash(destNode1)] == destNode1) {
node->triangles++;

}
}

}
}

}

Figure 2.7: Galois pseudocode for Triangle Counting
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ing algorithm [130], which uses per-node hash tables to determine if two nodes

share a common edge. The implemented algorithm does not benefit from

priority ordering and does not dynamically generate new work.

2.4.6 Bipartite Coloring

Bipartite graphs have vertices that are divided into two sets U and V,

such that each edge connects a vertex in U to V. A graph is bipartite if its

nodes can be colored with one of two colors such that no two adjacent vertices

share the same color, a process called bipartite coloring.

Bipartite graphs are very popular in modern applications. For example,

the Netflix recommendation system [16] can be represented as a collaborative

filtering problem on a user-movie bipartite graph. The Youtube Adsorption

system [42] automatically classifies nodes in a bipartite graph based on labels

present on other nodes.

A simple graph coloring algorithm is implemented as shown in Figure

2.8, in which each node propagates its color to its neighbors. This algorithm

does not benefit from priority ordering.
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Graph graph = { /* init */ };
WorkList<Node> workQ();

// Initialize graph node values
for(Node node : graph) {

node.color = UNKNOWN;
}
graph.nodes[srcNode].color = WHITE;

// Initialize worklist
workQ.enq(0, srcNode);

foreach(Node node : workQ) {
Color newColor = (node.color == WHITE) ? BLACK : WHITE;

for(Edge edge : node.edges) {
Node destNode = edge.destNode;

if(destNode.color == UNKNOWN) {
destNode.color = newColor;
workQ.enq(0, destNode);

}
else if(destNode.color != newColor) {

// Not bipartite graph
return false;

}
}

}
// Is bipartite graph
return true;

Figure 2.8: Galois pseudocode for Bipartite Coloring
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Chapter 3

Related Work

“Those who cannot remember the past are
condemned to repeat it.”

— George Santayana

3.1 Hardware-accelerated Task Scheduling

Traditional multicore processors are not well suited for executing paral-

lel programs with abundant fine-grained parallelism expressed as many small

tasks. For these programs, software task schedulers achieve only limited par-

allel speedups due to the overhead relative to the size of the task.

To address these bottlenecks in CMPs, researchers have proposed aug-

menting cores with dedicated hardware to aid in dynamic load distribution and

balancing. Active Messages [40] [47] is an asynchronous hardware message-

passing mechanism, with each message containing a pointer to a user-level

message handler. StarT [115] implemented active messages with up to 11 prior-

ity levels based on message type. CAF [151] added specialized instructions and

dedicated hardware queues to accelerate producer-consumer execution models.

Rigel is a 1024-core architecture designed for task-level parallelism with a re-

laxed shared memory model managed by a software runtime [67]. HWWL [77]
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added dedicated hardware queues and load balancing network targeting bulk-

synchronous GPGPUs. However, accelerating only a small component of task

scheduling ([67], [115], [128]) does not fully remove scheduling as a bottleneck

at high core counts. When the number of outstanding tasks exceeds on-chip

storage capacity, techniques that rely on the host core to handle memory spills

and fills lose most of their offload advantage due to the cost of handling these

exceptions.

3.1.1 Carbon

Carbon [82] proposes adding specialized instructions and dedicated

hardware queues with fixed LIFO priority to handle task queue management.

The main hardware structure is the Global Task Unit (GTU), comprised of

a set of hardware queues, one for each hardware thread. The GTU sits on a

single ring stop, and the GTU hardware queues are physically located close to

each other to enable fast task stealing. Each core also has a Local Task Unit

(LTU) that interfaces between the core and the GTU and contains a small

(∼1 entry) task prefetch buffer to hide the latency of dequeueing a task from

the GTU. The GTU has limited storage: if a Carbon task enqueue instruction

results in the number of outstanding tasks exceeding the size of the GTU, the

instruction throws an exception. Software is responsible for spilling and filling

the GTU structure.

The physically centralized GTU prevents Carbon from scaling to high

thread counts. In addition, being a fixed-size hardware structure, the GTU
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can only store a small number of tasks and must throw a software exception

to handle spills and fills. While Carbon works well for programs that generate

a small number of tasks, my evaluated graph analytics programs generate

millions of tasks for even relatively small inputs. In such scenarios, the GTU

constantly throws software exceptions, limiting overall speedup [128].

3.1.2 IsoNet

IsoNet [87] enables scaling to potentially thousands of cores by focusing

on the reduction of conflicts when multiple processors try to update the same

data structure. It consists of a mesh of load balancers, one per core, each

storing up to 1024 32-bit jobs. Traditional job stealing does not scale to high

core counts since a stealing node must visit nodes sequentially until a job is

found. The load balancers form one or more logical trees, and each cycle

the root node(s) move a job from the node with the most jobs to the node

with the fewest following a proposed heuristic. In addition, a load balancing

mechanism enables nodes to push jobs to one of its four directly-connected

neighbors. The network logic is fully combinational to minimize complexity

and buffering, enabling single-cycle job transfers to and from anywhere on the

SoC. This, however, requires running IsoNet on a separate clock domain at a

very slow frequency (∼40MHz).

Although IsoNet is fully decentralized, the hardware worklist still only

stores a limited number of tasks. The authors do not discuss how IsoNet

handles worklist overflows. We assume IsoNet can use a Carbon-like approach
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and throw an exception to handle worklist spills and fills, but will run into the

same problems when workloads generate large numbers of tasks. While the

overhead of individual load balancers is low, the requirement for a completely

separate mesh network, each link transferring 32-bits plus metadata, results

in substantial routing overhead.

3.2 Hardware-accelerated Inter-core Communication

A common approach to accelerating multithreaded applications using

hardware is to accelerate key low-level operations important for communi-

cation. Research have frequently proposed multiprocessor architectures with

dedicated hardware support for message passing, of which a small sample is

presented below. The J-Machine [109] tightly couples conventional integer-

processing cores with a high-bandwidth, low-latency network and hardware

message passing, and hardware-based presence tags per memory location.

The M-Machine [51] assigns virtual address regions to processor nodes us-

ing a Global TLB with atomic message send operations. MIT Alewife [3] is

a multiprocessor architecture with hardware support for message passing and

software support for coherent shared memory. StarT-Voyager [9] is a multipro-

cessor architecture that can implement multiple forms of message passing and

shared memory through a reprogrammable FPGA, general-purpose CPU, and

ASIC-based Network Interface Unit (NIU). Curious caching [32] is a mech-

anism that enables a cache to proactively insert data it snoops on the bus,

effectively enabling cores to push data into another core’s cache.
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Asynchronous Direct Messages [128] presents a combined hardware-

software approach to building fine-grained task schedulers, lowering schedul-

ing overhead while retaining some programmability. The technique augments

shared-memory CMPs with asynchronous message passing support, enabling

direct exchange of short messages without going through the memory hierar-

chy. ADM’s message passing system targets virtual threads rather than phys-

ical thread contexts, allowing for thread migration and flexible OS schedul-

ing. The authors show a class of software task schedulers designed to exploit

the proposed hardware extensions. To improve scaling, their proposed soft-

ware task scheduler splits threads into worker and manager threads. Worker

threads execute program tasks, while manager threads handle work distribu-

tion and balancing through work stealing. Since work-stealing does not scale

to high thread counts [87], the authors propose a hierarchy of manager threads

in which stealing is performed on groups of threads, which are more likely to

have work than individual threads.

3.3 Prefetching Linked Data Structures

Traditional cache hierarchies in general-purpose processors are designed

for applications that exhibit spatial and temporal locality. While many graph

applications have good LLC cache hit rates [12], most have poor L1 and L2

cache hit rates, resulting in poor overall performance [97].
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3.3.1 Hardware Prefetchers

Researchers have spent substantial effort designing hardware prefetch-

ers targeting pointer-based data structures. Early efforts targeted linked data

structures (LDS), i.e., data structures with pointer-chasing behavior, mostly

focusing on linked lists and trees but were also effective for graphs. Jump

pointer prefetching [123] was the first to propose hardware support for prefetch-

ing pointers by storing address-target pairs. Markov predictors [68] build

Markov models to approximate a miss reference stream for prefetching by

tracking potential target addresses for given miss addresses. Predictor-directed

stream buffers [133] extends stream buffers [69], specialized queues storing

stride-based prefetch streaming patterns, to support pointer-chasing patterns

by adding Markov prediction. Pointer cache assisted prefetching [36] adds a

large 32K-entry cache mapping load PCs to pointer target addresses, which is

accessed in parallel with the L1 data cache for prefetching. Temporal and spa-

tial correlating prefetchers [105] [138] [153] [64] maintain large queues, usually

in off-chip memory, to store global miss address history for later replay. These

techniques all require large buffers to store every frequently-accessed load PC

and target pair, which do not map well to graph applications due to the size

of the input graph and graph access patterns. Content-directed prefetching

(CDP) [7] is a stateless prefetching mechanism, thus avoiding large tables,

by scanning values in accessed cache blocks to discover pointer addresses to

prefetch under the observation that most virtual addresses share common high-

order bits. However, CDP suffers from large numbers of useless prefetch re-
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quests and poor timeliness.

Recent hardware prefetching techniques provide large speedups by opti-

mizing for specific pointer-based data structure formats. Widx [80] accelerates

hash and pointer traverse operations. Tesseract [5] is a processor-in-memory

for graph applications that augments its message passing protocol with a

prefetch target address and dedicated prefetch buffer. IMP [158] prefetches

array-of-pointers with the form A[B[i]].

Recent work [6] describes an L1 prefetcher for graphs and unordered

worklists with the access pattern visited[edge[node[worklist[i]]]]. The scheme

requires base and bound registers for four contiguous arrays: (i) graph nodes,

(ii) graph edges, (iii) graph node visited boolean, and (iv) worklist. It initiates

prefetches by monitoring loads and stores and determining if they fall within

one of the regions. Based on worklist time, the average time to complete a

task, and data time, the average prefetch-to-use latency, the prefetcher runs in

one of two modes. When data time > worklist time, the prefetcher prefetches

another task at a calculated distance ahead. When data time < worklist time,

it prefetches an edge at a fixed distance ahead. The assumption of a worklist in

linear virtual space and the visited bit make a parallel partial priority worklist

impractical. In addition, the moving average-based prefetch timeliness scheme

works poorly for some inputs.
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3.3.2 Software Prefetching

Software-based LDS prefetch schemes are attractive since no hardware

modifications are required, and can potentially extract more parallelism due

to the compiler’s global view of the application. Luk et al. [96] propose

greedy prefetching, history-based prefetching, and data-linearization prefetch-

ing. Greedy prefetching inserts a software prefetch instruction for each pointer

in a LDS node. History-based prefetching augments the LDS node with an

additional pointer that records the observed address of the next upcoming

node, and inserts a prefetch for only this pointer. Data-linearization prefetch-

ing maps heap-allocated LDS nodes likely to be accessed close together in

time into contiguous memory locations, thus enabling effective stride-based

prefetching.

3.3.3 Thread-based Prefetching

Traditional hardware prefetching techniques generally require large ta-

bles and generate large numbers of useless prefetch requests. This is due to

the limited amount of information available to the hardware prefetcher, forc-

ing architects to design prefetchers that focus on detecting patterns within a

stream of memory requests. A better approach may be to use a subset of the

program itself for prefetching. There exists a large body of work dedicated

to exploiting multiple threads, cores, or specialized engines to improve single-

threaded performance, particularly running specialized threads ahead of the

main thread to reduce cache misses.
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Assisted execution [45] spawns nanothreads on cache misses to per-

form stride prefetching. Simultaneous subordinate microthreading (SSMT)

[27] spawns dedicated microthreads triggered on microarchitectural events,

which run ahead of the main thread to issue prefetches and generate higher

quality branch predictions. Speculative data-driven multithreading (DDMT)

[121] forks a critical subset of computation into a separate thread when de-

tecting a critical instruction and allows for results to be integrated back into

the main thread. Runahead execution [103] [58] utilizes the program itself to

prefetch further ahead of the execution stream during cache misses. While

these techniques can show reasonable speedups, they are fundamentally lim-

ited since they must compete with the main thread for hardware resources.

Executing prefetch threads on dedicated semi-programmable hardware

engines can result in higher performance since the main thread will no longer

have to compete with the prefetch thread for resources, and enables prefetch-

specific engine optimizations. Sunder [33] and Hare [31] are hardware stride

prefetchers with user-configurable load address, stride, and prefetch distance.

Dependence based prefetching [122] identifies and stores load producer-consumer

pairs targeting LDS applications, allowing a prefetch engine to speculatively

traverse the LDS ahead of the executing program. Push prefetching [157] at-

taches a semi-programmable prefetch engine to each cache level that fully tra-

verses linked lists when triggered by an accelerator call. Continuous runahead

execution [57] adds hardware to detect and extract dependency chains to be

continously executed on a shared engine consisting of an OOO core back-end.
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Techniques that dynamically detect and extract prefetch threads are complex

and do not take advantage of application-specific knowledge. While prefetch

engines show promising results, prior work has only proposed simple engines

supporting only a specific prefetch scheme or support programmability with

standard in-order or Tomasulo-style [146] out-of-order microarchitectures, thus

limiting potential memory-level parallelism and thus performance.

3.3.3.1 Helper Threading

Helper threads [27] [45] target single-threaded programs running on

CMPs, utilizing otherwise-idle SMT threads [35] or cores [70] [72] to run sub-

routines to prefetch to shared cache. These may be generated by the user

[35], compiler [92], or dynamically at runtime [101]. However, previous work

only targeted single-threaded applications since helper threads require idle

hardware contexts, and has a high area and power cost. Researchers have

proposed using lower power cores through DVFS [71] [66] and smaller OOO

cores [143], but further improvement is possible.

Table 3.1 shows a selection of helper threading techniques [35] [143]

[101] [86] analyzed using our taxonomy for classifying these techniques. Previ-

ous work all target single-threaded applications, generally those with pointer-

chasing behavior such as the Olden suite. These helper threads are generally

launched right before the main thread reaches the helper thread target region,

which helps prevent the helper thread from running too far ahead of the main

thread. Since these works target general-purpose CMPs, the helper threads
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execute on the same type of core as the main thread or on more area-efficient

general-purpose cores. Various methods can used to ensure that the helper

thread runs ahead of the main thread - but not too far as to evict useful

prefeches before they are consumed.

Helper threading performs well for single-threaded applications, but

performs less well for parallel applications which can utilize idle resources by

simply spawning more threads. Furthermore, helper threads can be inaccurate

since main thread control flow may be affected by other concurrent threads.

For example, a task scheduled to one thread may be stolen by another through

a process known as work stealing [20]. To avoid control flow divergence, helper

threads need to be aware of scheduler behavior to determine upcoming tasks.

3.4 Decoupling Computation and Communication

One solution for tolerating long-latency communication operations is to

decouple the program into separate computation and communication execution

streams. To prevent the CPU wasting time on IO/bound operations, channel

I/O offloads I/O operations, including data formatting, to specialized copro-

cessors. This technique was implemented in the CDC 6600 [144], which of-

floaded I/O operations to ten independent Peripheral Processors (PPs). These

PPs shared a single 10-stage pipeline in which each PP accessed the pipeline

in round-robin fashion such that 10 different I/O processes could be executed

simultaneously. The Intel Paragon [93] supercomputer connects thousands of

shared-memory multiprocessor nodes with fast networks with an active mes-
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sage passing interface, where each node contains an identical compute proces-

sor and message processor. The Cell Broadband Engine [30] contains several

SIMD Synergistic Processing Engines (SPEs), each which can only operate on

its local scratchpad data. These engines are controlled by a general purpose

PowerPC core, which initializes and orchestrates data transfers to each en-

gine through DMA and starting computation. Network processors [37] pair

general-purpose cores with specialized hardware to enable exchanging mes-

sages at multi-gigabit line speeds.

Decoupled access/execute architectures [135] [50] are composed of two

separate processors, an access processor that handles memory operations and

an execute processor that handles computation, which communicate with each

other through architectural queues. The access processor runs ahead of the

execute processor to effectively tolerate memory latency. Slipstream processors

[142] concurrently runs two copies of a program, in which an advanced stream

(A-stream) executing a subset of the program runs ahead and feeds computed

results to the redundant stream (R-stream).

3.5 Specialized Graph Architectures

Since parallel graph algorithms do not execute efficiently on general

purpose processors, many researchers have proposed more efficient specialized

accelerators targeting FPGA or hardened logic. Each graph accelerator targets

a specific graph programming model with limited programmability, none of

which take priority ordering into account. These accelerators achieve large
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speedups by supporting hundreds to thousands of memory requests in flight.

GraphGen [110] is a graph framework that maps vertex-centric speci-

fications to an FPGA with static scheduling performed by a specialized com-

piler. Betkaoui et al. [18] propose a framework for mapping graph algorithms

to FPGA and study a graphlet counting algorithm in detail with static schedul-

ing. Graphicionado [56] is an accelerator targeting GraphMat [141] with a bulk

synchronous execution model, instantiating ∼8 specialized graph pipelines and

a large on-chip scratchpad memory (∼8 MB) for storing temporary node up-

dates and edge IDs, at a total area over 120mm2 at IBM 32nm technology. To

prevent conflicts among the parallel graph pipelines, the graph is statically par-

titioned such that each pipeline is responsible for a subset of destination node

updates based on nodeID. Ozdal et al. [113] propose an accelerator targeting

GraphLab [94] also using a bulk synchronous execution model. To handle con-

flicts between its ∼4 accelerator pipelines, instead of using static partitioning,

they instantiate a specialized CAM-based Sync Unit per pipeline. Tunao [160]

is a reconfigurable accelerator targeting GraphChi [84]. It instantiates three

reconfigurable compute arrays, each corresponding to one of the three graph

phases in the paradigm: Gather, Apply, and Scatter, and a scratchpad mem-

ory to store a subset of nodes with highest incoming degree. Tesseract [5] is

a specialized multicore architecture that exploits 3D die stacked memory and

specialized processing-in-memory atomic instructions [4] to accelerate graph

applications. Ma et al. [98] propose efficient and scalable support for atomic

transactions on FPGAs in the context of graph workloads.
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Chapter 4

Motivation

“Premature optimization is the root of all evil.”

— Donald Knuth

This chapter characterizes our graph analytics benchmark suite on

general-purpose CMPs at high thread counts to motivate techniques presented

in this thesis.1 It is demonstrated that partial priority scheduling can have

a major impact on convergence rate, and that previous work does not fully

address workload bottlenecks. In addition, this chapter disproves conclusions

from previous graph characterization studies and discusses strategies for how

graph algorithms can potentially be accelerated.

4.1 The Benefits of Priority Ordering

Many graph frameworks overlook the benefits of partial priority or-

dering. To characterize the difference between frameworks that specialize in

1Contents from this chapter were submitted for the following publication: Dan Zhang,
Xiaoyu Ma, Michael Thompson, and Derek Chiou. Minnow: Lightweight Offload Engines
for Worklist Management and Worklist-Directed Prefetching. In Proceedings of the 23rd
ACM International Conference on Architectural Support for Programming Languages and
Operating Systems, Williamsburg, VA, USA, 2018. Xiaoyu Ma and Michael Thompson
assisted in revising and formatting the publication. Derek Chiou’s contribution as faculty
advisor focused on research and editorial guidance.
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Figure 4.1: Galois and GraphMat speedup normalized to 1-thread GraphMat

supporting partial priority ordering and frameworks that do not, Galois is

compared with GraphMat, a state-of-the-art graph framework from Intel Labs

built on a highly tuned sparse matrix library with an unordered bulk syn-

chronous execution model, resulting in claimed 1.1-7x faster performance than

competing frameworks [141].

Figure 4.1 shows Galois and GraphMat performance at 10 threads on

a 10-core Intel Xeon E5-2680v2 normalized to GraphMat on the benchmarks

listed in Chapter 2.4. Galois is tested with partial priority OBIM and un-

ordered FIFO worklists. GraphMat performs better on G500 and PR due to

its heavy optimizations and simpler bulk synchronous execution model. How-

ever, SSSP is especially sensitive to priority ordering, with Galois achieving

576x speedup compared to GraphMat running on USA-road-d.W, an input

graph with 6M nodes and 15M edges. Since ordering improves Big-O, run-

ning SSSP with larger graphs will result in even more disparate results. For

example, Galois achieves a 927x speedup over GraphMat running SSSP on

USA-road-d.USA, an input graph with 23M nodes and 58M edges. We con-
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Figure 4.2: Exection time for various Galois schedulers normalized to Graph-
Mat (lower is better). High bars represent the benchmark timing out.

tacted the GraphMat authors, who wrote a new SSSP Delta Stepping kernel

taking advantage of ordering, shown as GMat* in Figure 4.1.

However, GraphMat kernels can only handle unordered scheduling. To

impose priority ordering, they execute a full GraphMat kernel for each bucket,

resulting in high overheads and thus much larger optimal bucket interval than

Galois with OBIM. Their Delta Stepping implementation results in only 2x

performance improvement over their unordered implementation at 10 threads,

still 285x slower than Galois with OBIM. BFS, G500, CC, and PR are less sen-

sitive but still benefit from priority ordering compared to the Galois worklist.

Although many benchmarks do not require priority ordering for good perfor-

mance, failure to consider it can result in ”glass jaw” scenarios with extremely

poor performance like SSSP.

The optimal scheduler depends on the application and graph input.

To measure the effects, the graph workloads were evaulated with various Ga-
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lois scheduling policies. Figure 4.2 shows execution time normalized to the

same workloads run in GraphMat. For many workloads sensitive to ordering,

choosing an improper scheduling policy might result in the benchmark never

converging. Several OBIM configurations time out as well, since OBIM is

optimized assuming changing buckets is rare. OBIM’s optimal configuration

needs to be tuned for each benchmark and input, but erring on the side of

caution and choosing a conservative bucket interval does not severely impact

performance. In general, graphs with high diameters and low degrees will be

more sensitive to priority ordering. Prior work usually focuses on social net-

work and web graphs, which have low diameters and high degrees and thus

are less sensitive to priority ordering.

Prior work on hardware worklist acceleration have downplayed the ef-

fects of priority ordering, and generally only support a fixed scheduling policy.

Carbon only supports LIFO scheduling, which can improve cache locality. This

results in faster performance on BC, but times out on SSSP, BFS, CC, and PR,

making it impractical for general use. IsoNet, Rigel, and HWWL use FIFO-

mostly schemes which don’t capture any benefits from prioritization. This

results in scenarios where using their proposed technique results in significant

slowdown compared to a software priority worklist baseline.

4.2 Software Inefficiencies in Graph Analytics

Previous work [56] has already demonstrated that general purpose pro-

cessors are inefficient at graph analytics. To characterize the source of this in-
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Figure 4.3: Galois overhead breakdown

efficiency, our workloads described in Chapter 2.4 were simulated at 64 threads

as described in Chapter 6.2. Figure 4.3 shows the cycle breakdown spent on

useful tasks, worklist operations, and data cache misses. On average, only

28% of execution time is spent performing useful work. The remaining cycles

are spent on synchronization and cache misses. CC is significantly worklist-

bottlenecked at higher thread counts and sees slowdown as thread counts in-

crease past 16 threads, resulting in worklist operations comprising 92% of all

cycles. Aside from CC, Galois worklist operations comprise 8% to 51% of all

cycles, and cache misses comprise the rest, from 12% on BC to 50% on G500.

PR has a significant 32% store cycle bottleneck since atomic operations are

classified as stores; we discuss the atomics bottleneck further in Chapter 4.3.

These bottlenecks present an opportunity to massively improve performance

from multiple fronts.
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Figure 4.4: Benchmark sensitivity to ROB size, speedup normalized to 256-
entry ROB with 128-entry reservation station, 64-entry load queue, and 64-
entry store queue. ”Realistic” has realistic branch prediction and memory
fencing before each atomic.

Prior art as described in Chapter 3 focuses on addressing these bot-

tlenecks individually. We later demonstrate the potential for attacking both

synchronization and cache miss bottlenecks simultaneously, exploiting shared

structures to achieve high speedups at low cost.

4.3 Exploiting Memory Level Parallelism

Previous work claims that ROB size is the main limiting factor for

memory throughput [12]. However, there are two serializing events that can

limit MLP: firstly, branch mispredictions are notably costly when the branch

depends on a long-latency load [139], as is common in graph workloads. Sec-

ondly, the memory consistency model in x86 states that atomics are not re-

ordered with loads and stores [1], thus requiring all previous loads and stores
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to be completed, i.e. a memory fence, prior to each atomic [131]. This is

costly for benchmarks like PageRank, where the residual is unconditionally

pushed to all outgoing edges. To evaluate the effect of these serializing events,

speedup was calculated while sweeping ROB size in simulation, normalized to

a 256-entry ROB configuration with 128-entry RS, 64-entry LQ, and 64-entry

SQ. Each configuration keeps the same buffer sizing ratio. We tested a realistic

baseline, and ideal versions with perfect prediction and no fencing.

Figure 4.4 demonstrates that ROB size is not the main limiting factor:

realistic speedup past 256 ROB entries is minimal. Once branch prediction

and fencing limiting factors are removed, ROB size becomes the limiting factor

and scales nicely with performance. PR unconditionally executes many more

atomics than other benchmarks, resulting in up to 5x speedup once fences are

removed. Unfortunately, these branches and atomics are essential for correct-

ness and cannot be removed when running on realistic hardware, although x86

chip designers may wish to consider adding special atomic instructions that

relax the consistency model and enable the elimination of fences. These re-

sults suggest that helper threads, which can speculatively prefetch ahead while

avoiding these serializing events, may be a promising approach.

4.4 Maximizing MLP with Delinquent Load Density

Helper threads can improve MLP not just by reducing serializing events,

but also by increasing the density of delinquent loads : loads that frequently

miss in the cache. Cores have large OOO windows to find and issue delinquent
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Figure 4.6: Improving the number of in-flight delinquent load instructions with
helper threads. The figure depicts the state of the load queue for main and
helper threads. Boxes represent load queue entries, and shaded load queue
entries represent delinquent loads.

loads in parallel, but they are sparsely populated in the instruction stream.

Figure 4.5 shows the ratio of delinquent loads relative to all other loads

in the benchmark suite, where delinquent loads are first accesses to graph

nodes and edges in a task. Despite the low compute density, only about 10%

of all loads are delinquent, with remaining loads comprising secondary accesses

to a node or edge, stack reads, and register spills/fills. This is especially an
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issue in the x86 ISA due to its two-operand instructions and limited number of

general-purpose registers. On modern cores such as Intel Skylake with 72-entry

load queues, only about 7 entries will be delinquent, not enough to tolerate

frequent accesses to memory.

As shown in Figure 4.6, helper threads can improve delinquent load

density by executing a subset of the program. However, each delinquent load

now requires two load queue entries. Loads in the main thread are not marked

delinquent since the helper thread accesses them first. When running helper

threads in SMT, the load queue is shared, which may only slightly improve

density. Running helper threads on separate cores doubles load queue resources

but has limited potential improvement due to only prefetching into shared LLC

and also doubles area and power.

However, as described in Chapter 3.3.3.1, prior helper thread techniques

focus on utilizing multiple threads and cores to accelerate single-threaded ap-

plications. When executing parallel graph workloads, these threads and cores

may be better utilized running additional worker threads. In addition, prior

helper thread techniques do not address the effects of concurrency, in which

main thread state may be altered by another thread thus causing the main

thread to diverge from its helper thread control flow.

4.5 The Path Forward for Acceleration

Our analysis demonstrates that parallel graph workloads in Galois run-

ning on general-purpose CMPs suffer from heavy memory synchronization and
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frequent cache misses, resulting in poor scalability and overall performance.

Researchers have previously attempted to address both, but significant im-

provements can still be made.

A promising avenue for efficient graph execution involves custom ASIC

or FPGA accelerators tailored specifically for graph algorithms as discussed in

Chapter 3.5. Instead of focusing on IPC and requiring speculative techniques

such as branch prediction to achieve high performance, graph accelerators ex-

ploit the massive thread-level parallelism present in task-parallel applications

by focusing on a high thread count to obtain a high degree of memory-level

parallelism. Graph accelerators have custom scratchpad memories instead of

cache hierarchies that assume plentiful spatial and temporal locality. As a

result, graph accelerators do not suffer from the serializing events discused

in Chapter 4.3 and therefore are able to achieve high performance. We dis-

cuss a potential method for accelerating Galois applications using FPGAs in

Appendix B.

However, the high performance achieved through specialization comes

at a cost. Graph accelerators harden most of the graph algorithm including

the programming model and scheduler, but choosing the correct scheduling

policy can have a significant impact on the overall work efficiency of the al-

gorithm. Graph acceleration via programmable fabrics such as FPGAs can

be reconfigured to select the proper scheduling policy for a given graph algo-

rithm, but FPGAs are only beginning to see mainstream adoption [119] [26]

[112] [85]. As a result, FPGA toolchains including compilers [39], operating
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systems [136], virtualization [24], debuggers [10] [54], and security [147] are

still in their infancy. Unfortunately, developing applications targeting FPGAs

still costs significantly more engineering time and effort than targeting other

platforms such as GPGPUs [29].

An alternative strategy for acceleration is to augment general-purpose

CMPs with a small amount of additional hardware to improve CMP efficiency

on graph workloads. This potentially can achieve the best of both worlds,

benefitting from the full programmability, mature toolchains, and ease of pro-

grammability of general-purpose processors while still achieving high perfor-

mance. Hardware accelerated worklists can reduce synchronization bottle-

necks, but must capture the benefits of priority ordering to avoid glass jaw

scenarios. Helper threads can reduce the cache miss bottleneck by avoiding

serializing events and improving delinquent load density to maximize memory-

level parallelism, but must be adapted to be practical for multithreaded work-

loads. The rest of this thesis discusses how this can be achieved.
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Chapter 5

Minnow

“From each according to his ability,
to each according to his needs.”

— Karl Marx

This thesis addresses the bottlenecks presented in Chapter 4 with Min-

now, a technique that couples each core in a general-purpose CMP with a

Minnow engine, a highly multithreaded programmable core augmented with

hardened logic to accelerate task scheduling and prefetching operations.1 Min-

now engines offload the software worklist, enabling worklist enqueues and de-

queues to be performed in parallel with the worker thread to improve ap-

plication scalability. Unlike previous hardware worklist accelerators, the full

programmability of the Minnow engine enables any software worklist to be

offloaded, including priority worklists such as OBIM. In addition, we propose

worklist-directed prefetching, a technique that enables helper threads to run

efficiently on multithreaded workloads by triggering helper thread prefetch

1Contents from this chapter were submitted for the following publication: Dan Zhang,
Xiaoyu Ma, Michael Thompson, and Derek Chiou. Minnow: Lightweight Offload Engines
for Worklist Management and Worklist-Directed Prefetching. In Proceedings of the 23rd
ACM International Conference on Architectural Support for Programming Languages and
Operating Systems, Williamsburg, VA, USA, 2018. Xiaoyu Ma and Michael Thompson
assisted in revising and formatting the publication. Derek Chiou’s contribution as faculty
advisor focused on research and editorial guidance.
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functions when tasks are scheduled to a thread. Running helper threads in a

different SMT context on the same core as the worker thread creates contention

between the helper thread and worker thread. Instead, Minnow provides of-

floads the helper thread to separate Minnow engines that support a large

number of threads in flight and context switch after each memory request. As

a result, Minnow provides three potential benefits: improved convergence rates

through priority scheduling, improved scalability through worklist offloading,

and improved IPC through worklist-directed prefetching.

This chapter covers Minnow in detail. Firstly, to justify additional

hardware, we perform a feasibility study on a software-only version of Min-

now that performs Minnow tasks on a separate SMT thread. Secondly, we

present Minnow in the context of previous work and describe the Minnow API

and Minnow engine microarchitecture. Thirdly, we describe worklist-directed

prefetching and its Minnow implemention, including a credit-based throttling

scheme to ensure prefetch timeliness. Fourthly, we estimate the area overhead

of implementing Minnow on a 64-core CMP. Fifthly, we compare Minnow and

worklist-directed prefetching in detail with prior work.

5.1 Minnow Threads: A Software-Only Approach to Minnow

A potential Minnow engine alternative is a pure software implemen-

tation in which Minnow engine functions are performed in a separate thread

via SMT, called a Minnow thread. Similarly to Minnow engines, the Min-

now thread offloads worklist operations from the worker thread and performs
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Figure 5.1: Galois threading model augmented with Minnow threads. The
Minnow threads stream tasks in and out of the shared worklist for the worker
threads through the dedicated task input and output queues.

worklist-directed prefetching.

For this feasibility study, Galois was augmented to support Minnow

threads, requiring extensive modifications to the Galois runtime. Figure 5.1

shows a high-level diagram and Figure 5.2 shows pesudocode describing the

new Galois threading model with Minnow threads; the baseline Galois runtime

was discussed in Chapter 2.2. At the start of a Galois foreach kernel, the

Galois infrastructure launches N thread pairs as specified by the user, with

each thread pair consisting of a Minnow and worker thread mapped to a single

core with 2-way SMT.

Minnow-worker thread pairs communicate through dedicated concur-

rent queues. The task input queue contains tasks fetched by the Minnow
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void runWorker(int idx) {
while(!globalDone()) {

Task task = taskInQ[idx].pop();
if(task)

do_foreach(task);
}

}

void runMinnow(int idx) {
while(!globalDone()) {

// Process incoming tasks
if(taskInQ[idx].notFull()) {

Task task = worklist.pop();
if(task)

taskInQ[idx].push(task);

// Prefetch task
prefetch(task);

}

// Process outgoing tasks
Task task = taskOutQ[idx].pop();
if(task)

worklist.push(task);
}

}

void galois_runForEach() {
...
for(int i = 0; i < numThreads; i++) {

if(i % 2 == 0)
// Spawn a thread executing runMinnow(i >> 1)
thread_spawn(runMinnow, i >> 1);

else
// Spawn a thread executing runWorker(i >> 1)
thread_spawn(runWorker, i >> 1);

}
...

}

Figure 5.2: Pseudocode for Galois infrastructure with Minnow threads
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thread from the worklist to be consumed by the worker thread. Conversely,

the task output queue contains tasks produced by the worker thread to be

placed into the worklist by the Minnow thread. The Minnow thread monitors

both task input and output queues, performing worklist enqueue and dequeue

operations whenever possible to minimize worker thread stalls. When the task

input queue is not full, the Minnow thread dequeues tasks from the worklist

and adds them into the task input queue. When a task is successfully moved to

the task input queue, the Minnow thread fully prefetches the task via the user-

specified prefetch function before moving on. When the task output queue is

not empty, the Minnow thread removes tasks from the task output queue and

enqueues them into the worklist. Each task queue has only one reader and

writer, and can be implemented efficiently with fixed-sized concurrent circular

buffers. Under this modified Galois threading model, Minnow threads allow

worklist enqueues and dequeues to be performed concurrently with worker

thread tasks, thus moving worklist operations off the critical path.

A high performance Minnow thread implementation must efficiently

switch between three separate jobs, worklist enqueues, dequeues, and prefetch-

ing, while avoiding deadlock and starvation. When backpressure occurs, rather

than stalling the Minnow thread and waiting for the backpressure to resolve

itself, the Minnow thread must continue servicing the task output queue to en-

sure the worker thread can continue making forward progress while attempting

to enqueue tasks to the task output queue.

Figure 5.3 shows an example of a simple prefetch function that accesses
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void prefetch(Task task) {
Node node = task.node;
for(Edge edge : node.edges)) {

// Explicitly prefetch destination node
__builtin_prefetch(edge.destNode);

}
}

Figure 5.3: Pseudocode for Galois user-specified prefetch function

the task, source node, and each edge and destination node. The task, source

node, and edge data structures are accessed while calculating the destina-

tion node address. Since the destination node is never consumed, an explicit

prefetch call is necessary to prevent the compiler from optimizing away the

memory access. This prefetch function is broadly applicable to many graph

algorithms which have similar memory access patterns. However, since users

may create arbitrary tasks and graph data structure formats, users need the

ability to specify custom prefetch functions when neccessary.

To ensure prefetch timeliness, previous work on helper threading uses

progress counters [86] to perform periodic synchronization between the main

and helper threads. Although we confirmed that periodic synchronization is

effective at preventing the helper thread from running too far ahead of the

main thread, we found that the added instructions associated with periodic

synchronization lowers delinquent load density and significantly limits overall

speedup. Instead, we prefetch entire tasks without any flow control and use

work splitting to limit the size of the task, thus also limiting the number of is-

sued prefetch requests. The fixed size of the task input queue naturally enforces
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Figure 5.4: Minnow thread performance vs. Galois baseline normalized to
1-thread Galois. SMT is disabled on the Galois baseline such that each core
executes one Galois worker thread.

a helper thread runahead distance without needing an additional mechanism

such as progress counters.

5.1.1 Results

For this feasibility study, the Galois infrastructure was augmented with

Minnow thread support and evaluated on a 10-core, 20-thread Intel Xeon E5-

2680v2 on the benchmarks listed in Chapter 2.4. To separately characterize

the benefits of worklist offloading and prefetching, we evaulate Minnow threads

with worklist-directed prefetching both enabled and disabled.

5.1.1.1 Minnow Threads without Prefetching

Figure 5.4 shows Minnow performance relative to an unmodified Galois

baseline from 1 to 10 worker threads. Minnow threads are spawned as an addi-

tional thread pinned to the same core as the worker thread, resulting in Galois

with Minnow threads spawning twice the overall thread count as the Galois

baseline for the same number of worker threads. Despite the extra threads,
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Figure 5.5: Minnow thread performance vs. Galois baseline normalized to
1-thread Galois. SMT is enabled on the Galois baseline such that each core
executes two Galois worker threads.

Minnow threads results in slowdowns for all evaluated workloads, but comes

close in the workloads with the highest worklist bottlenecks: BFS, CC, and

BC. Overall, the added overhead of Minnow threads executing additional in-

structions, performing additional synchronization with the worker thread, and

leeching resources from the worker thread offsets the overhead of worklist syn-

chronization. The Galois baseline can further improve performance by using

the extra SMT context to execute additional worker threads, as demonstrated

in Figure 5.5.

Parallel software worklists such as OBIM are optimized for the common-

case such that most worklist enqueue and dequeue operations are quick, but

dealing with conflicts, e.g. CAS retry operations, may take thousands of cycles.

Spin locks, even with the use of PAUSE instructions, still consume instruction

window resources which could be dedicated for the worker thread. Minnow

threads also increase pressure on the worklist by significantly increasing the

number of tasks in flight. With Minnow threads, worker threads now require

pending tasks in its task input queue to prevent worker thread stalls and
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Figure 5.7: Minnow threads with prefetching speedup at 10 cores vs. Minnow
threads without prefetching

achieve high performance. These pending tasks may not be the highest priority

tasks, thus reducing work efficiency and increasing runtime.

5.1.1.2 Minnow Threads with Prefetching

Although Minnow threads result in overall reduced performance, they

enable efficient execution of prefetching subroutines for multithreaded work-

loads. Figure 5.6 shows Minnow thread performance with prefetching enabled.

Prefetching results in substantial speedups for BFS, G500, CC, and PR, with

all other workloads seeing minimal performance impact. As shown in Figure

5.7, prefetching makes the biggest impact on G500, resulting in 1.38x speedup
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running on 10 cores. CC, BFS, and PR all achieve reasonable speedups be-

tween 1.15x and 1.2x, while TC and BC see limited speedup around 1.07x.

SSSP sees no improvement since the Minnow thread cannot run far enough

ahead of the worker thread to issue timely prefetch requests.

Overall, on the evaluated platform, the performance downside of the

Minnow software threading model balances out with the performance upside of

prefetching, resulting in Minnow threads achieving comparable performance

with the Galois baseline as shown in Figure 5.8. Minnow threads achieve

slight performance wins on G500 and CC, but TC is significantly slower than

the baseline since it is neither worklist nor memory latency bound. While

additional optimization may result in further Minnow thread improvements,

it’s unlikely that a software-only approach on current CMPs can reach the

potential performance levels of the Minnow hardware solution presented in

this dissertation.
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5.1.2 The Limitations of SMT Motivate Custom Hardware

While Minnow threads may improve parallelism and reduce cache misses

in theory, the limitations of modern processors prevent potential performance

improvements from being realized. Modern processors have limited out-of-

order instruction windows: Intel Skylake [43] and AMD Zen [34] have 224-entry

and 192-entry reorder buffers (ROB) respectively. In both microarchitectures,

the ROB is statically partitioned when SMT is enabled, further limiting in-

struction window size. This presents a substantial cap on potential perfor-

mance gains. As previously shown in Figure 4.4, while potential speedup with

perfect branch prediction and no fencing is substantial for a 256-entry ROB,

the performance benefits are minor for ROB sizes 128-entries and under.

Previous studies evaluating SMT-based helper threading techniques

on real hardware have confirmed this limited speedup potential. Intel re-

searchers found that SMT-based helper threading only improved performance

on pointer-chasing applications by about 10% due to helper thread contention

with the main thread [76]. Sun researchers evaluated SMT-based helper

threading on UltraSPARC IV on the SPECINT2000 benchmark suite, finding

only four applications in the suite to benefit from helper threading. These four

show 10% speedup on average, and up to 30% on mcf. Researchers at Microsoft

looked into accelerating in-memory database operations on an SMT processor.

While they found that helper threading achieves 30% to 70% speedup, the re-

sulting speedup was comparable to a well-parallelized implementation without

helper threading [159].
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SMT frequently yields little to no overall speedup even for traditional

parallel workloads, and may even result in slowdowns. A study on the effects

of SMT on high-performance supercomputer clusters running scientific appli-

cations found that SMT lowered performance by as much as 50% on Integer

Sort due to increased communication traffic [89]. SMT lowers performance

on several benchmarks in the NAS parallel benchmark suite [38]. NASA re-

searchers tested several production supercomputing applications and found

that SMT reduced performance on highly vectorized applications [125]. SMT

was found to be one of the primary causes for poor performance while running

the STAMP software transactional memory benchmark suite [44], resulting

in researchers incorrectly concluding that software transactional memory was

only a ”research toy” [25].

The obvious solution for poor SMT performance is to build proces-

sors with substantially larger instruction windows. However, large instruction

windows are area and power-hungry, and unnecessary for many workloads;

frequently, a more efficient solution is simply to add more cores [111]. Indus-

try is also loathe to adopt exotic new microarchitectures that promise large

instruction windows at low cost: despite decades of research, industry pro-

cessor designs are still based on Tomasulo-style [146] out-of-order instruction

windows with reorder buffers [116]. This dissertation provides a potential so-

lution with Minnow, efficiently fulfilling the potential of Minnow threads and

substantially increasing the effective instruction window, without requiring

significant changes to current processor microarchitectures.
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Figure 5.9: Example microarchitecture implementing Minnow

5.2 Implementing Minnow in Hardware

Figure 5.9 shows how Minnow is integrated into a general-purpose

CMP. Supporting Minnow requires minimal core modifications, requiring only

support for accelerator interfaces and additional L2 metadata for prefetch

credit tracking. Minnow engines are connected to its core’s memory subsys-

tem through its L2 cache and second-level TLB due to routing, timing, and

capacity concerns. Similar to hardware worklist accelerators like Carbon and

IsoNet, Minnow engines communicate with its host core through a custom ac-

celerator interface and buffer upcoming tasks in dedicated hardware queues.

However, Minnow engines also must support user-defined priority schedulers

and perform prefetching, thus requiring programmability and access to the

core’s memory address space. Unlike Carbon and IsoNet, Minnow engines

leverage the existing CMP memory hierarchy for synchronization instead of

requiring dedicated routing fabric. A single Minnow engine may be shared
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Figure 5.10: Improving the number of in-flight delinquent load instructions
with Minnow. The figure depicts the state of the load queue for main and
helper threads. Boxes represent load queue entries, and shaded load queue
entries represent delinquent loads.

among a cluster of cores to reduce resources. However, this thesis focuses on

a design in which each core has a dedicated Minnow engine.

Because worklist and prefetching operations both are heavily memory-

bound with limited computation, Minnow engines do not need to focus on

high single-threaded performance, only needing to sustain a large number of

memory operations in flight to achieve high overall performance. Therefore,

Minnow engines are built with a simple in-order programmable microcontroller

with hardware for fast context switching between many hardware contexts.

Minnow engines have small dedicated instruction and data memories, and can

also issue explicit loads and stores through the processor’s L2 cache inter-

face. Since L2 cache accesses can be slow, Minnow engines need to support

multiple L2 accesses in flight. To achieve high memory-level parallelism, Min-

now engines execute threadlets, short thread snippets spawned by the Minnow
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core without OS overhead, and the microcontroller context switches to a dif-

ferent threadlet on each L2 cache access. Minnow engines can support many

threadlets in flight, and each threadlet can have up to one outstanding L2 load

instruction. Pending L2 operations are stored in a CAM-based load buffer and

threadlets are dynamically woken as operations complete. Unlike in a stan-

dard OOO processor, since temporary values are stored in the Minnow engine

private data memory, the load buffer only contains delinquent load operations.

Therefore, as shown in Figure 5.10, even small load buffers can support more

delinquent loads in flight than a much larger traditional OOO window.

Minnow engines are designed to perform two tasks: firstly, software

worklist operations are offloaded to Minnow engines through accelerator calls.

Instead of building a dedicated global task unit to handle spilled tasks [82]

or using a dedicated task routing network [87] [128], Minnow leverages the

existing cache hierarchy by implementing the global priority worklist in soft-

ware running on the Minnow engine. Due to task spill/fill operations being

offloaded from the program’s critical path, the added latency does not affect

performance. During initialization, each Minnow engine receives a pointer to

the global priority worklist. On task spill/fills, Minnow engines perform the

required operations on the global priority worklist. Secondly, once a task has

been scheduled to a core by the worklist, Minnow engines perform worklist-

directed prefetching by launching helper threadlets.
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Figure 5.11: Minnow overview demonstrating how Galois worker threads com-
municate with Minnow.

5.2.1 Minnow Application Programming Interface

To support Minnow, framework developers simply need to modify their

framework to perform the appropriate Minnow API calls, thus hiding Minnow

complexity from the end user. As shown in Figure 5.11, the Galois worker

thread is not aware of Minnow, instead calling worklist enqueue and dequeue

operations through the Galois API. These Galois API calls are translated into

Minnow accelerator calls as described below, whereafter the Minnow engine

executes the offloaded worklist operations.

Processors can communicate with their Minnow engine through spe-

cialized instructions or memory mapped I/O. This work evaluates adding new

instructions. Implementation details can be hidden from the user through soft-
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ware libraries or frameworks: Galois [118] was modified to support Minnow.

Minnow worklists deal with tasks, where a task is defined as a tuple:

an integer priority, and a pointer to the task data. Cores primarily com-

municate with Minnow engines to enqueue and dequeue tasks, but additional

instructions are needed to initialize, context switch, and detect when all worker

threads are done. To keep Minnow engines simple, they cannot handle TLB

misses. Instead, the Minnow instruction that caused the TLB miss will throw

an exception, leveraging the host processor to properly handle the miss. Min-

now adds the following instructions:

• minnow init: initializes Minnow engines across all threads.

• minnow enqueue: enqueues a task to the core’s Minnow engine. Takes

priority and pointer to task as input. May cause TLB miss exception.

• minnow dequeue: dequeues a task from the core’s Minnow engine. Stalls

until a task is available, after which a pointer to the task is returned. If

worklist is empty, returns a null pointer. May cause TLB miss exception.

• minnow flush: prepares Minnow engine for a context switch. Flushes

Minnow engine local queue to the global worklist, and returns a pointer

to the worklist.

• minnow done: determines if all Minnow engines are idle and global work-

list is empty.
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5.2.2 Minnow Engines

Minnow engines are programmable engines that interface with their

paired core through an accelerator interface and execute threadlets, short

lightweight threads spawned within the Minnow engine without OS over-

head. Threadlets can be spawned in response to accelerator calls or by other

threadlets to perform worklist operations and worklist-directed prefetching.

Each Minnow engine has a private instruction memory for storing threadlet

instructions, initialized during the beginning of a program by calling min-

now init, and a private data memory for threadlet context data and temporary

variables. Since accessing the memory subsystem through the core’s L2 cache

is slow, Minnow engines use their private memories for most operations and

only explicitly access L2 when needed, i.e. when accessing the global priority

worklist or issuing prefetches, by calling specialized load instructions. Minnow

engines have in-order instruction pipelines to reduce complexity, but expose

memory-level parallelism by supporting many threadlets in flight and context

switching on every L2 access.

5.2.2.1 Minnow Engine Microarchitecture

Figure 5.12 depicts a high-level overview of our proposed Minnow en-

gine microarchitecture. The design is split into two parts: a hardened low-

latency front-end interfacing with the core with dedicated buffering for storing

high-priority tasks, and a throughput-oriented fully programmable back-end

handling accesses to the core’s memory subsystem. There are several key con-
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Figure 5.12: Minnow engine microarchitecture

siderations for designing a high-performance, low-cost Minnow engine. Since

the core cannot make forward progress while waiting for a task, the Min-

now engine front-end is optimized to reduce minnow dequeue average-case

latency. In addition, the Minnow engine must be optimized to sustain many

long-latency loads in flight to effectively perform worklist-directed prefetching.

As shown in Figure 5.13, since the Minnow engine is only accessed by the core

once every few hundreds of cycles for worklist enqueue/dequeue operations, an

overall aggressive design is not required to meet performance goals. Instead,

the base design is kept simple and hardware is added only where necessary.

The front-end presents an accelerator interface to the core and contains

dedicated buffering for accelerating worklist enqueue and dequeue operations.

It can be performed using hardened logic such as a simple finite state machine

(FSM). For less common operations that require accessing system memory

such as worklist spills and fills, the front-end spawns a threadlet by placing it
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Figure 5.13: Average cycles per worklist enq/deq operation

into the back-end threadlet queue.

The back-end is responsible for all operations that interface with the

memory hierarchy, including worklist spills, fills, and helper thread prefetch-

ing. It consists of a threadlet queue, in-order instruction pipeline (Control

Unit), instruction and data memories, and OOO load buffer. The Control

Unit instruction pipeline processes threadlets from the threadlet queue in or-

der. To handle multiple loads in flight, the pipeline context switches after every

L2 cache load request, allowing it to sustain one load in flight per threadlet.

Since threadlets only consist of a few instructions, contexts are small, requir-

ing only ˜64B per context stored in data memory. The load address is stored

in the load buffer, a CAM structure similar to a load queue in an out-of-order

processor. When the load request returns, the load address is matched with

the proper load buffer entry, and the threadlet is re-added to the threadlet

queue for further processing. Unlike a standard load queue, since the load

buffer is optimized for throughput rather than latency, performing the CAM
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void minnowEnq(Task* task) {
int bucket = task->priority >> lgBucketInt;

// Put in local queue if not full and high priority
if(!localQ.full() && (bucket <= localQ.bucket)) {

localQ.enq(task);
localQ.bucket = bucket;

}
// Else, spill to global worklist
else {

globalQ.enq(task);
}

}

Task* minnowDeq() {
if(!localQ.empty()) {

return localQ.deq();
}
// Else, fetch from global worklist (slow)
// If globalQ is empty, returns NULL
else {

return globalQ.deq();
}

}

Figure 5.14: Minnow worklist operation pseudocode

address search can take several cycles without affecting performance. In our

experiments, we assume a 32-entry load buffer, and a 4-cycle CAM search

latency.

5.2.3 Worklist Offloading

The Minnow engine interfaces with the core to offload worklist opera-

tions. Figure 5.14 shows pseudocode for Minnow enqueue and dequeue oper-
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ations. Task priorities are discretized into bucket priorities. Minnow engines

assign their local queue a bucket priority number and attempt to only store

tasks associated with the highest-priority bucket in the local queue. Within

each local queue, all tasks are treated as the same priority and are processed

in FIFO order. Once a task is stored in the local queue, it is guaranteed to

be scheduled in FIFO order barring a minnow flush operation. On a min-

now enqueue operation, if the enqeued task is lower priority than the local

bucket priority or if the local queue is full, then the task is sent to the global

priority worklist by spawning a threadlet. If the task has a higher bucket pri-

ority than the local queue, the local bucket priority is updated but local queue

contents remain unchanged. On a minnow dequeue operation, the operation

stalls on an empty local queue until it is populated with work from the global

worklist. If the global worklist is also empty, the operation fails and returns

NULL. The requesting core can then perform termination detection to see if

all threads are idle or if there simply aren’t enough tasks at the moment.

Since minnow dequeue operations block until the next task is fetched,

accessing the global worklist hurts performance and should be avoided. To

minimize stalling, when the number of task in the local queue is below a

programmable threshold, the Minnow engine proactively attempts to dequeue

tasks in the highest-priority bucket from the global priority worklist by spawn-

ing a threadlet. If tasks at the head of the global worklist are of equal or higher

priority than the local queue, then they are streamed into the local queue and

the local bucket priority is updated. However, if the local queue is completely
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Figure 5.15: Minnow worklist hierarchy

empty, then tasks are unconditionally accepted.

Since the Minnow engine is programmable, the global priority worklist

can be implemented using any concurrent priority scheduler software algo-

rithm. A simplified version of OBIM [90] was implemented. Figure 5.15 shows

an overview of the worklist hierarchy. The global priority worklist is con-

structed of a concurrent ordered map, mapping bucket numbers to pointers

to concurrent unordered worklists. Note that since the Minnow worklist op-

erations are now off the critical path, selecting a higher overhead algorithm

may be feasible. Minnow enqueue and dequeue instructions may throw an

exception to perform the required memory allocation or deallocation tasks.

To lower overheads, several memory allocation and deallocation tasks may be
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grouped together. During a context switch, Minnow engines flush all tasks

from the local queue into the global worklist.

5.2.4 Worklist-Directed Prefetching

Worklist offloading provides a unique opportunity for prefetching. Since

the Minnow engine is responsible for providing all upcoming tasks to its worker

thread, the Minnow engine knows exactly what the worker thread will ex-

ecute in the future and thus can prefetch each task well before the task is

executed, similar to a helper thread. This concept can be generalized into

a technique called worklist-directed prefetching. Worklist-directed prefetching

extends helper thread prefetching to task-parallel applications by using sched-

uler knowledge of upcoming tasks to trigger prefetches as tasks are scheduled.

Worklist-directed prefetching resolves many of the issues in traditional

helper threads. As discussed in Chapter 3.3.3.1, helper threading techniques

primarily target single-threaded general-purpose workloads with pointer-chasing

behavior. Worklist-directed prefetching instead specifically targets task-parallel

workloads with pointer-chasing behavior, although this work focuses on graph

algorithms. This specialization enables worklist-directed prefetching to work

at a higher level than traditional helper threads, and allows for efficient soft-

ware prefetching for dynamically scheduled task-parallel workloads. Rather

than attempting to prefetch delinquent loads or arbitrary functions through

profiling, worklist-directed prefetching prefetches tasks. This allows worklist-

directed prefetching to be abstracted by a parallel graph framework rather than
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depending purely on the compiler or user to implement the helper thread.

A common challenge in helper threading is determining when to trig-

ger a helper thread prefetch operation. Since worklist-directed prefetching is

scheduler-aware, there is an obvious prefetch trigger point when the task is

scheduled. Tasks generally process nodes, and nodes may have millions of

outgoing edges. The memory footprint of a task may therefore exceed cache

capacity, requiring a smarter prefetching solution than simply fully prefetch-

ing a task before dispatching it to the worker thread. Instead, tasks must be

dispatched to worker threads and concurrently prefetched within the Minnow

engine. Ideally, the prefetch thread should run sufficiently ahead of the worker

thread by some fixed distance such that the prefetched data is ready in the

cache by the time it is accessed by the worker thread, yet not too far ahead

such that the prefetched data is evicted from the cache prior to access. Tradi-

tional helper threading techniques such as periodic synchronization [143] may

be utilized to prevent the Minnow engine from prefetching too far ahead of

the worker thread.

5.2.5 Implementing Worklist-Directed Prefetching in Minnow

In Minnow, worklist-directed prefetching is performed on Minnow en-

gines. Since each Minnow engine has a local queue containing upcoming tasks,

the Minnow engine can spawn a helper threadlet for each scheduled task, en-

abling timely prefetching thousands of cycles ahead of the program execution

stream. On program initialization, the Minnow engine is provided with the
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// Main prefetch helper function
void prefetchTask(Address taskAddr) {

// Prefetch task
Task task = load_L2(taskAddr, sizeof(Task));

// Prefetch source node
Address srcAddr = nodeBasePtr + task.nodeID;
Node src = load_L2(srcAddr, sizeof(Node));

// Index into edge array
Address edgeAddr = edgeBasePtr + src.edgePtr;

// Prefetch edges and dest nodes in parallel
for(int i = 0; i < src.numEdges; i++) {

// Spawn edge prefetch threadlet
threadletQ.enq(PREFETCH_EDGE, edgeAddr + i);

}
}

// Spawned from prefetchTask()
void prefetchEdge(Address edgeAddr) {

// Prefetch edge
Edge edge = load_L2(edgeAddr, sizeof(Edge));

// Prefetch destination node
Node dest = load_L2(edge.dest, sizeof(Node));

}

Figure 5.16: Minnow task prefetch pseudocode

task prefetching function shown in Figure 5.16. Many graph algorithms have

the same per-node access pattern, enabling graph framework developers to

write helper thread code once and hide the complexity from users. For many

graph algorithms, for each task, the operator accesses a node in the graph, the

node’s outgoing edges, and the destination nodes for all edges. These tasks,

nodes, and edges should all be prefetched. Prefetch requests are treated as

normal load operations and cannot be dropped. If users want to use a differ-
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ent graph access pattern, they can write a custom prefetching function to fit

their usage model. All benchmarks except for TC use this prefetching func-

tion. As shown in Figure 5.17, a custom prefetching function was written for

TC due to its different access pattern and its use of per-node hash tables.

Whenever a Minnow engine enqueues a task into its local queue, the

task is now guaranteed to be consumed by its core barring a core context

switch, thereby allowing the Minnow engine to trigger a perfectly accurate

prefetch sequence. To perform a prefetch operation, the Minnow engine adds

a helper threadlet to the threadlet queue. When the threadlet is scheduled, it

then prefetches following the task prefetching function prefetchTask() shown

in Figure 5.16. Helper threads call load L2() to read from the core’s L2 cache

into the Minnow engine’s private data memory, consume a prefetch credit, and

context switch to a different threadlet.

To achieve high prefetching throughput, multiple edges and destination

nodes need to be prefetched in parallel per task. Since the programmer guar-

antees that threadlets are unordered with one another, Threadlets are used as

an explicit representation of the dataflow graph, with prefetchTask() spawn-

ing a prefetchEdge() threadlet per edge in the graph. Each prefetchEdge()

threadlet prefetches a single edge and destination node in parallel.

However, while the prefetched lines may be guaranteed to be accessed in

the future, prefetch timeliness is a major concern. Prefetches issued too late are

not useful, and prefetches issued too early may be evicted from the cache prior

to consumption. This is addressed by using a credit-based system to prevent
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// Main prefetch helper function
void prefetchTask(Address taskAddr) {

// Prefetch task and source
Task task = load_L2(taskAddr, sizeof(Task));
Address srcAddr = nodeBasePtr + task.nodeID;
Node src = load_L2(srcAddr, sizeof(Node));

// Index into edge array
Address edgeAddr = edgeBasePtr + src.edgePtr;

// Prefetch edges and dest nodes in parallel
for(int i = 0; i < src.numEdges; i++) {

threadletQ.enq(PREFETCH_EDGE1, edgeAddr + i, src.id);
}

}

// Spawned from prefetchTask()
void prefetchEdge1(Address edgeAddr, int srcID) {

// Prefetch edge and destination
Edge edge = load_L2(edgeAddr, sizeof(Edge));
Node dest = load_L2(edge.dest, sizeof(Node));
Address edgeAddr = edgeBasePtr + dest.edgePtr;

// Prefetch destination node 2
for(int i = 0; i < dest.numEdges; i++) {

threadletQ.enq(PREFETCH_EDGE2, edgeAddr + i, srcID, dest.id);
}

}

// Spawned from prefetchEdge1()
void prefetchEdge2(Address edgeAddr, int srcID, int destID) {

// Prefetch edge and destination
Edge edge2 = load_L2(edgeAddr, sizeof(Edge));
Node dest2 = load_L2(edge2.dest, sizeof(Node));

// Prefetch per-node hash table entry
if((srcID < destID) && (destID < dest2.id)) {

Address hashAddr = dest2.hashmap + calcHash(destID);
load_L2(hashAddr, sizeof(int));

}
}

Figure 5.17: Minnow TC task prefetch pseudocode
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the prefetcher from running too far ahead, and greedily issue prefetches as

early as possible when credits are available.

5.2.6 Prefetch Rate Control

The number of prefetch operations in flight should be limited to pre-

vent the prefetcher from overflowing the caches. A credit-based system is

proposed in which the cache returns prefetch credits to the Minnow engine as

prefetched cachelines are consumed. Each Minnow engine is initialized with a

fixed number of credits representing the maximum number of lines in the L2

reserved by the prefetcher. Credits are decremented when the Minnow issues

an L2 request. When credits run out, prefetching pauses until credits become

available.

The L2 cache is augmented with one bit of metadata per cacheline.

Cachelines fetched by Minnow engines are marked as they are filled into L2.

When a cacheline is accessed or evicted, if the prefetch bit is set, the prefetch

bit is cleared and credits are incremented.

In contrast to helper threading techniques such as periodic synchroniza-

tion [143], Minnow’s credit-based scheme operates on cachelines rather than

loop iterations, allowing the throttling mechanism to be completely abstracted

from the end-user. Throttling based on loop iteration distance can work well

as demonstrated in prior work, but every program may have a different opti-

mal loop iteration distance since each loop may access an arbitrary amount

of data per iteration. In this scheme, number of initial credits is simply the
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number of cachelines reserved for prefetching and can be generalized to throt-

tle any other prefetcher in the system. Our results show that Minnow can be

initialized with a fixed number of credits which produces near-optimal speedup

across all tested workloads.

5.2.7 Avoiding Deadlock

Since Minnow engine prefetch requests may stall due to lack of credits

and can spawn an unbounded number of new threadlets, proper care must

be taken to avoid deadlock. Deadlock and starvation can be avoided by con-

text switching whenever a threadlet stalls, using virtual queues for each type

of threadlet, and reserving entries in each structure. For example, when a

threadlet tries to spawn a new threadlet, there may not be enough space in

the threadlet queue for the new task. When this occurs, the Minnow engine

should context switch so that other threadlets can complete, thus freeing up

space. However, there must be space reserved for the context switch. Each

threadlet must reserve an entry in the threadlet queue, context buffer, and

load buffer prior to being created, and entries can only be deallocated after

the threadlet completes. Deadlock may also occur if the threadlet queue is

full and all threadlets must spawn new threadlets to continue. This can be

avoided if the max threadlet spawn depth is less than the threadlet queue size.
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5.2.8 Area Estimation

As Minnow leverages the existing cache subsystem for task storage and

no additional storage for prefetched data, the cost is limited to the Minnow

engine and the credit system. SRAM area numbers for the data structures

were generated using an in-house memory compiler on a popular 28nm process

technology. The additional 1-bit per L2 cacheline metadata can be stored in

separate SRAM arrays. Assuming a 64-entry local queue, 128-entry threadlet

queue, 2KB instruction and data memories, and 32-entry load buffer, the total

area on 28nm is roughly 0.03mm2, which scales to 0.008mm2 on 14nm.

The area of the Minnow engine control unit was estimated using the

area of the P54C-based Intel Quark, a simple embedded processor with an

in-order pipeline. Based on die photo analysis, Quark core is estimated to be

0.5 mm2 on 32nm, which scales to 0.1 mm2 on 14nm. A Skylake-K die photo

was examined to estimate area overhead for adding Minnow. Each Skylake

processor-router-L3 slice consumes 12.1 mm2 on Intel’s 14nm process. Since

each Skylake slice would be augmented with a Minnow engine, the total area

overhead for Minnow is estimated to be less than 1%.

5.2.9 Minnow Engines vs. Hardware Worklist Accelerators

Prior work on hardware worklist acceleration such as Carbon [82] hard-

ens a specific scheduling policy, but selecting the correct scheduling policy can

have a significant impact on the overall work efficiency of the algorithm. To the

best of our knowledge, no prior work supports user-defined priority scheduling.
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In addition, previous hardware worklist techniques would require extensive

modification to support worklist-directed prefetching, since worklist-directed

prefetching requires access to the processor cache hierarchy, some degree of

programmability to handle different memory access patterns, and the prefetch

unit must handle several outstanding memory operations in flight while keep-

ing track of memory dependencies.

However, even when ignoring priority scheduling and worklist-directed

prefetching, Minnow makes further microarchitectural enhancements to the

state-of-the-art. Rather than just offloading a single component such as mes-

sage passing, Minnow fully offloads the entire worklist operation to hardware.

Compared to other hardware worklists, Minnow is able to handle worklist spills

and fills on its own without throwing an exception, only offloading to software

on a TLB miss. Minnow engines contain throughput-optimized programmable

microcontrollers which can execute any user-defined scalable concurrent work-

list algorithm in software. Since Minnow engines can access the same virtual

address space as the executing program, there is no need for the main CPU

cores to handle worklist spills and fills. Minnow engines communicate with

each other by leveraging the standard processor cache hierarchy, removing the

need for a custom communication network. Overall, Minnow maximizes gen-

erality through the use of a microcontroller, while minimizing communication

and routing complexity by leveraging the existing cache hierarchy.
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5.2.10 Worklist-Directed Prefetching vs. Helper Threads

Helper threads use idle hardware contexts to launch prefetch subrou-

tines. To the best of our knowledge, worklist-directed prefetching is the

first helper thread technique targeting multithreaded workloads. Instead of

launching helper threads per delinquent load or target loop, worklist-directed

prefetching uses application-level knowledge, targeting task-parallel applica-

tions and launching helper threadlets per task.

Rather than consuming SMT threads or general-purpose cores that

could otherwise be used to launch more worker threads, Minnow issues prefetch

requests on area-efficient, throughput-oriented slipstream engines optimized

for the task. Since Minnow targets a specific class of application with known

common access patterns, it does not depend on complex compiler techniques

to identify and create helper thread subroutines. Instead, expert software

framework developers can write the helper threadlet subroutines once, and

framework users can simply choose the subroutine that matches their software

access pattern.

Helper threadlets are launched when a task is scheduled to a core with

up to 64 tasks pending per core, allowing helper threadlet to execute far ahead

of the main worker thread. Given that helper threadlets can be launched

far ahead of the worker thread, the helper subroutines are memory-bound,

and Minnow engines can exploit much higher memory-level parallelism than

general-purpose cores, it is extremely unlikely for helper threads to run slower

than the main thread. Instead, we observe that our helper threadlets run much
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faster than the main thread, requiring significant throttling.

Minnow’s credit-based scheme operates on cachelines rather than loop

iterations, allowing the throttling mechanism to be completely abstracted from

the end-user. Throttling based on loop iteration distance can work well as

demonstrated in prior work, but every program will have a different optimal

loop iteration distance since each loop may access an arbitrary amount of

data per iteration. In the proposed scheme, number of initial credits is simply

the number of cachelines reserved for prefetching and can be generalized to

throttle any other prefetcher in the system. Results suggest that Minnow

can be initialized with a fixed number of credits which produces near-optimal

speedup across all tested workloads.
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Chapter 6

Experimental Results

“If your experiment needs statistics, you ought
to have done a better experiment.”

— Ernest Rutherford

6.1 Evaluation Benchmarks

To evaluate Minnow, a variety of parallel graph algorithms were imple-

mented in Galois 2.2.1 [118] as described in Chapter 2.4.1 Galois was extended

with a new worklist and graph class that implements Minnow support. In ad-

dition, several Galois bottlenecks were fixed to improve overall scalability as

described in Appendix A. These changes were incorporated in the Galois soft-

ware baseline. Table 6.1 describes our selected graph inputs, which includes

a mixture of real-world and synthetic graphs. These graphs are paired ap-

propriately with algorithms based on their real-world usage, resulting in the

1Contents from this chapter were submitted for the following publication: Dan Zhang,
Xiaoyu Ma, Michael Thompson, and Derek Chiou. Minnow: Lightweight Offload Engines
for Worklist Management and Worklist-Directed Prefetching. In Proceedings of the 23rd
ACM International Conference on Architectural Support for Programming Languages and
Operating Systems, Williamsburg, VA, USA, 2018. Xiaoyu Ma and Michael Thompson
assisted in revising and formatting the publication. Derek Chiou’s contribution as faculty
advisor focused on research and editorial guidance.
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Name Nodes Edges Est. Diameter Largest Node Size
USA-road-d.W 6.2M 15.1M 4,420 9 420 MB
r4-2e23 8.4M 33.6M 17 16 759 MB
rmat16-2e22 4.2M 67.1M 4 18,436,730 1152 MB
wikipedia-20051105 1.6M 19.8M 18 4,970 351 MB
wiki-Talk 2.4M 5.0M 9 100,022 150 MB
com-dblp-sym 426K 2.1M 21 343 58 MB
amazon-ratings 3.4M 11.5M 16 12,180 383 MB

Table 6.1: Evaluated graph inputs

Benchmark Algorithm Input Cycles
SSSP Single-Source Shortest Path USA-road-d.W 4.6B
BFS Breadth-First Search r4-2e23 8.3B
G500 Breadth-First Search rmat16-2e22 4.1B
CC Connected Components wikipedia-20051105 2.4B
PR Pagerank wiki-Talk 10.7B
TC Triangle Counting com-dblp-sym 1.7B
BC Bipartite Coloring amazon-ratings 2.1B

Table 6.2: Benchmark configurations

benchmark suite shown in Table 6.2. Table 6.2 also shows 1-thread Galois sim-

ulated cycle count for each benchmark. Not all workloads tested benefit from

priority ordering or have significant worklist bottlenecks, which help determine

the minimum performance benefits of Minnow.

6.2 Experimental Setup

Minnow was implemented within a modified version of ZSim, a trace-

driven, Pin-based microarchitectural simulator correlated against Intel West-

mere [127]. Unmodified ZSim is not suitable for modeling workloads with

significant synchronization, such as graph applications. When running unmod-
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ified ZSim on a synthetic benchmark in which N worker threads concurrently

increment a shared counter in a tight loop using compare-and-swap, ZSim

shows linear speedup past 2 threads, which is clearly inaccurate. There are

two primary root causes. Firstly, ZSim’s cache weave model has no concept of

atomic instructions. We address this by adding a separate atomic contention

model to add additional latency where necessary. Secondly, the functional-first

nature of Pin-based simulation coupled with host cores alternating between

generating the functional trace and performing timing simulation results in

CAS operations failing much less frequently than expected. For example, on

the shared counter synthetic benchmark, CAS operations fail less than 0.1%

of the time at 8 threads. We address this by modifying how the ZSim models

basic blocks containing CAS operations to increase CAS failure likelihood to

a more reasonable rate.

For the baseline shown in Table 6.3, ZSim’s OOO core model was up-

dated to represent the Intel Skylake microarchitecture. Besides the improve-

ments to ZSim’s modeling of synchronization, other aspects of the model were

improved by adding details such as cache port contention and network con-

tention. The simulated system was scaled to 64 cores on a mesh network

with similar parameters as Intel Knights Landing, keeping a core to memory

bandwidth ratio similar to modern server designs.
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Cores
64 Skylake-like cores
2.5GHz, x86-64 ISA

Branch Predictor 64Kb 5-table TAGE[132]
Reservation Station 97 entries, unified
Load-Store Queue 72 load entries, 56 store entries
Reorder Buffer 224 entries

L1 Instruction Cache
32KB per-core
4-way assoc, 3 cycle latency

L1 Data Cache
32KB per-core
8-way assoc, 4 cycle latency

L2 Cache
256KB per-core
8-way assoc, 7 cycle latency, 10 MSHRs

L3 Cache
64MB, 2MB bank/core
16-way assoc, 27 cycle latency, 32 MSHRs

NoC
8x8 mesh, 512-bits/cycle/link
X-Y routing, 3 cycles/hop

Main mem 12-channel DDR4-2400 CL17

Minnow Engine

64-entry localQ
10 cycle localQ access latency
32-entry loadQ
4-cycle loadQ wakeup latency

Table 6.3: Configuration of baseline microarchitecture

SSSP BFS G500 CC PR TC BC0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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Minnow without prefetching Minnow with prefetching

Figure 6.1: Overall Minnow speedup vs. software baseline
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6.3 Experimental Results

Figure 6.1 shows Minnow overall speedup compared to the optimized

Galois software baseline at 64 threads. Overall, Minnow achieves major perfor-

mance gains, with average speedups of 2.96x for Minnow without prefetching

and 6.01x for Minnow with worklist-directed prefetching enabled. Due to the

massive worklist bottleneck present in CC at 64 threads, Minnow acceleration

results in 9.6x speedup without prefetching and 19.3x speedup with prefetching

enabled. TC shows the least speedup since it is the least-bottlenecked by the

worklist and memory accesses. TC neither dynamically produces new tasks

nor benefits from priority ordering, resulting in minimal worklist overhead. As

a result, TC does not show much improvement when using Minnow without

prefetching. The graph input selected for TC fits within the simulated CMP

last-level cache, reducing but not eliminating the memory latency bottleneck

due to the long L3 latency. With worklist-directed prefetching enabled, TC

shows an overall 1.53x speedup. Speedup gains for Minnow with prefetching

disabled do not perfectly correlate with the worklist bottleneck shown in Fig-

ure 4.3 due to how worklist overhead was measured. The measured worklist

overhead does not include portions of Galois worklist enqueue overhead that

are no longer called when using Minnow.

6.3.1 Minnow Scalability

To measure the effectiveness of Minnow at addressing the worklist bot-

teneck, Figure 6.2 shows Galois speedup from 1 to 64 threads with and without
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Figure 6.2: Minnow speedup vs. number of threads, scaled to single-threaded
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Minnow relative to an optimized serial software baseline. We first evaluated

custom single-threaded baselines with C++ std::queue and std::priority queue

worklists, but discovered that the custom worklists provided in Galois exe-

cute fewer instructions resulting in faster performance overall. Therefore, our

single-threaded baseline is written in Galois with atomic instructions removed,

allowing the use of optimized Galois worklist data structures but without the

cost of synchronization.

After the optimizations applied in Chapter ??, the Galois software base-

line scales well up to 32 threads on many workloads with the exception of CC,

but runs into significant bottlenecks at higher thread counts. CC is severely

worklist-bottlenecked, resulting in performance slowdowns with more than 16

threads. Minnow improves scalability for all workloads and enables CC to

scale past 16 threads. TC is the least worklist-bottlenecked and thus sees the

least improvement from worklist offload.

6.3.2 Worklist-Directed Prefetching Characterization

Figure 6.3 shows the impact of worklist-directed prefetching on L2

misses per kilo-instruction (MPKI) as the number of prefetch credits is swept

from 1 to 256. With prefetching disabled, all benchmarks except for TC have

MPKI values greater than 20, resulting in a significant performance bottle-

neck. MPKI rates decrease as the number of prefetch credits increases since the

prefetcher is allowed to run further ahead of the execution stream. Prefetching

too aggressively results in L2 cache thrashing in several benchmarks, as shown
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Figure 6.3: Minnow prefetching impact on L2 misses per kilo-instruction
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Figure 6.4: Minnow prefetching speedup vs. credits
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Figure 6.5: Average L2 MSHR Occupancy vs. loadQ size

by an increase in MPKI. L2 miss rate is minimized between 32 and 128 cred-

its, resulting in less than one L2 MPKI for all benchmarks except for SSSP.

In SSSP, the prefetcher cannot run far enough ahead of the execution stream

to hide all L2 misses.

Figure 6.4 shows prefetching speedup at 64 threads relative to a de-

sign using Minnow with prefetching disabled. All applications and inputs

show speedup with prefetching, ranging from 1.39x for TC to 2.47x for BC.

Prefetching speedup is closely correlated with MPKI reduction. There are

diminishing gains around 32 to 64 credits, and G500 shows significant perfor-

mance degradation past its optimal credit threshold. r16-2e22 is a scale-free

graph, with some nodes having millions of edges. At high credit counts, G500

runs too far ahead, completely overflowing the cache hierarchy, thus resulting

in lower performance.
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Figure 6.6: Minnow prefetching speedup vs. loadQ size, normalized to Minnow
without prefetching

The effect of Minnow on memory-level parallelism was measured by

sweeping Minnow engine loadQ size. The loadQ size represents the maximum

number of threadlet contexts in flight, in which each context supports one

outstanding load request. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 respectively show average L2

MSHR occupancy and the resulting speedup, as Minnow engine load queue

entries is swept from 4 to 128. With a 4-entry loadQ, the Minnow engine

cannot issue prefetch requests at a rate fast enough to keep up with the main

core on G500 and CC, resulting in late prefetches and thus a performance

penalty. Increasing loadQ size past 32 entries results in no further performance

improvement across all benchmarks.
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Figure 6.7: 64-thread Minnow prefetching speedup vs. IMP, normalized to
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Figure 6.8: Minnow prefetch efficiency
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6.3.3 IMP Comparison

Minnow worklist-directed prefetching is compared to a standard stride

prefetcher and IMP [158], a state-of-the-art table-based graph pointer prefetcher,

in Figure 6.7. IMP extends a classic stride based table to support indirect data

structures by assuming some arrays in memory contain indices to other tables,

prefetching array-of-pointers with the form A[B[i]]. Galois data structures

were ensured to fit IMP’s requirements and its performance was compared to

worklist-directed prefetching and basic stride prefetching. The IMP configu-

ration and table sizes as evaluated in [158] were suboptimal for our workloads

and microarchitectural baseline. IMP was re-tuned to maximize performance,

quadrupling buffer sizes to eliminate prefetcher table capacity misses and se-

lecting the best prefetch distance (4) for our workloads. While IMP performs

well on several benchmarks, it has no feedback mechanism like our credit sys-

tem to throttle prefetches and can only prefetch addresses once the processor

is already accessing the indirect index table, resulting in similar performance

as basic stride prefetching with the exception of G500, PR, and TC.

IMP uses prefetch distance similar to stride prefetchers, in which the

prefetcher reacts to specific load instruction addresses by prefetching the next

data element by some offset. This offset results in the first few edges in a graph

never being prefetched. In the worst case, if the prefetched graph node has

equal to or fewer edges than the prefetch distance, then every issued prefetch

request will be incorrect since the distance is larger than the size of the array.

Mesh-type graph inputs such as USA-road-d.W used in SSSP and r4-2e23
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used in BFS have low edge counts per node, resulting in IMP being unable to

prefetch these graphs. Worklist-directed prefetching is proactive, comprehen-

sively prefetching tasks well before use rather than reacting on first use.

The effect of prefetch aggressiveness on L2 caching behavior is explored

in Figure 6.8. Prefetch efficiency is defined as ratio of the number of prefetched

lines used before eviction vs. the total number of prefetch fill requests. At

low prefetch credits, there are no cache contention issues and almost every

prefetched line brought into the L2 is used. As prefetch credits increase, for

G500, CC, PR, and BC, cache contention increases and performance degrades.

Setting the number of initial prefetch credits to 32 results in near-maximum

performance and more than 99% prefetch efficiency for all benchmarks and

inputs evaluated. In contrast, while IMP is extremely efficient for a traditional

prefetcher, its efficiency is significantly lower than worklist-directed prefetching

using the proposed credit-based scheme.

6.3.4 Scaling CMP Bandwidth

Figure 6.9 shows speedup relative to a 12 memory channel design with

and without worklist-directed prefetching. When prefetching is disabled, all

benchmarks are significantly memory latency-bound, only resulting in signif-

icant performance penalties after the number of memory channels is reduced

to 4 for 64 cores. Since the graph input used for TC fits within LLC, TC

is insensitive to the number of memory channels regardless of prefetching.

With prefetching enabled, Minnow can utilize the available memory band-
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Figure 6.9: Minnow 64-thread speedup vs. memory channels

width by sustaining a large number of memory operations in flight, converting

several benchmarks (BFS, G500, BC) from being memory latency-bound to

bandwidth-bound.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

“If you want a happy ending, that depends,
of course, on where you stop your story.”

— Orson Welles

Parallel graph algorithms are an emerging and important application

domain, but perform poorly on general-purpose CMPs due to poor cache

locality, low compute intensity, frequent synchronization, uneven task sizes,

and dynamic task generation. Prior work on hardware acceleration for graph

frameworks often hardens a specific scheduling policy, but choosing the correct

scheduling policy can have a significant impact on the overall work efficiency

of the algorithm. Prefetching techniques such as helper threading can be ef-

fective, but are intended for single-threaded workloads which can dedicate

additional hardware threads solely for prefetching.

This dissertation takes a different approach by using a programmable

throughput-oriented Minnow engine to manage the software worklist and per-

form worklist-directed prefetching. Minnow provides three benefits: improved

convergence rates through priority scheduling, improved scalability through

scheduler offload, and improved IPC through prefetching. Minnow engines re-

duce the synchronization bottleneck by offloading the software priority work-
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list, and reduce the memory latency bottleneck with worklist-directed prefetch-

ing, launching helper threads in response to worklist scheduling decisions.

Worklist-directed prefetching allows the programmer to use application-level

knowledge to accurately prefetch difficult to predict indirect references from

tasks that are deep in the worklist. Minnow engines enable high memory

throughput at low area by spawning and executing many threadlets in par-

allel, which explicitly encode memory dependency information. By spawning

helper threads at the earliest possible time with a custom microarchitecture

designed for helper thread throughput, our technique can prefetch far ahead,

requiring throttling. We implemented this with a credit-based system, return-

ing credits as prefetched cachelines are consumed.

We evaluate Minnow performance in a detailed parallel microarchitec-

tural simulator on a 64-core CMP baseline, targeting a suite of graph workloads

implemented in the Galois task framework. Our experimental results demon-

strate improved scalability and virtually eliminating all L2 cache misses, re-

sulting in an average speedup of 6.01x over an optimized software baseline for

only 1% area overhead.

7.1 Future Research Directions

The characterization that I perform in Section 4.3 demonstrates how a

strong memory consistency model can serialize memory operations, reducing

MLP and thus overall performance. While this dissertation solved this issue

with the Minnow engine, perhaps processor microarchitects should consider
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weakening the memory consistency model, perhaps through explicit atomic

read-modify-write operations that break the consistency model. In addition,

my characterization shows that branch mispredictions are still a key limiting

factor to performance. Branch predictors have come a long way; perhaps new

approaches can better address data-dependent and synchronization-dependent

branches. A simple fix may simply be a predicated compare-and-swap opera-

tion.

Although the feasibility study with software-only Minnow threads in

Chapter 5.1 showed limited improvements, Minnow threads may become prac-

tical on future general-purpose cores with SMT and larger instruction windows.

In addition, further research could potentially enable a more efficient form of

Minnow threads without requiring additional hardware or larger instruction

windows.

While this dissertation focused on graph algorithms, Minnow can be

generalized. Minnow improves convergence rates through prioritization, scala-

bility through scheduler offload, and IPC through prefetching. While a limited

set of workloads benefit from all three, a broad set of task-parallel workloads

can benefit from one or two. In particular, many datacenter workloads, in-

cluding databases, memcached, and sparse neural networks, have similar char-

acteristics to graph algorithms and may benefit from offloaded task scheduling

and prefetching. We envision a future fully-generalized form of Minnow able

to accelerate a wide range of parallel applications.
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Appendix A

Galois Framework Optimizations

Since Minnow was implemented within the Galois task framework, any

performance issues within Galois will also be inherited by Minnow. While these

optimizations were irrelevant to the design of Minnow and worklist-directed

prefetching, they were required for Minnow, due to the fact that Minnow’s

performance exposed performance bottlenecks in Galois. We tested the latest

version of Galois (2.2.1), which initially scaled poorly to high thread counts on

our simulated 64-core platform. To improve Galois scalability at high thread

counts, we collaborated with the Galois authors. The following optimizations

to Galois are introduced to address various bottlenecks and inefficiencies.

A.1 Work Splitting

The Galois task framework does not scale if certain tasks are abnor-

mally large, since there is currently no method for breaking up a task into

smaller subtasks to be processed in parallel. For example, the Graph500

rmat16-2e22 graph input contains a node with 18.4M edges, 27% of all the

edges in the graph. Therefore, under Amdahl’s Law, the maximum theoretical

speedup when processing this graph cannot exceed 3.65x assuming that node
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Graph graph = { /* init */ };

struct Task {
Node node;
int startEdge;
int endEdge;

};

WorkList<Task> taskQ();

// Initialize graph node values
for(Node node : graph) {

node.distance = -1;
}
graph.nodes[srcNode].distance = 0;

// Initialize worklist
splitTask(0, srcNode);

foreach(Node node : taskQ) {
for(int i = node.startEdge; i < node.endEdge; i++) {

Edge edge = node.edges[i];
Node destNode = edge.destNode;
int newDist = node.distance + edge.weight;
if(newDist < destNode.distance) {

destNode.distance = newDist;
int priority = newDist/bucketSize;
splitTask(priority, srcNode);

}
}

}

Figure A.1: Galois pseudocode for SSSP modified to support work splitting
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processing time is proportional to the number of edges.

This is addressed with work splitting, a technique to break up large

tasks over a certain threshold into smaller subtasks that can be processed in

parallel. Work splitting is applicable to certain classes of graph algorithms in

which edges can be processed in any order at any time, as long as each edge

update is atomic. Therefore, instead of a task processing all outgoing edges

of a node, tasks are split into N subtasks, in which each subtask processes a

portion of the outgoing nodes.

Figure A.1 shows SSSP implementing work splitting in Galois. For

algorithms fulfilling the conditions of work splitting, few modifications are

necessary. Tasks are augmented with an edge start and end index representing

the subset of edges to process. Then, instead of processing all node edges, only

the subset is processed instead. The splitWork() helper function splits tasks

when over a specified threshold.

Since the primary purpose of work splitting is to reduce the graph

algorithm serial bottleneck, work splitting overhead is negligible since only

the few largest nodes need to be split. Worklists within Galois are already

efficient at load balancing. There is negligible benefit from splitting tasks to

small uniform sizes and just adds additional scheduling overhead. Our results

demonstrate that work splitting is an effective technique and allows algorithms

processing inputs like rmat16-2e22 scale efficiently to high thread counts.
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Figure A.2: Direct worklist enqueue instruction reduction percentage

A.2 OBIM Parameter Tuning

The OBIM software worklist in Galois was tuned for the authors’ spe-

cific host platform under the assumption that each processor socket has a low

number of cores, resulting in a per-socket work distribution mechanism that

does not scale to high thread counts. This is addressed by overriding the Galois

hardware topology detection mechanism into treating our simulated 64-core

platform as an 8-socket, 8-core platform, resulting in significantly improved

scalability when using OBIM.

A.3 Removing Galois Buffering Overheads

To support atomic transactions, the Galois infrastructure buffers dy-

namically generated tasks in a local queue until the task completes, after

which the tasks in the local queue are enqueued into the global worklist.

Highly-optimized Galois applications, however, implement non-blocking al-

gorithm variants that disable atomic transactions entirely to maximize perfor-
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Figure A.3: Direct worklist enqueue overall speedup

mance. Despite atomic transactions being disabled, the Galois infrastructure

still needlessly buffers all dynamically generated tasks in a local queue, re-

sulting in a large instruction count overhead. Since our evaluated workloads

utilize the best-performing non-blocking algorithm variants and thus do not

require Galois atomic transactions, we modified the Galois infrastructure to

enqueue dynamically generated tasks directly to the worklist as soon as they

are created.

Figure A.2 shows the percentage of instructions removed by enqueueing

new tasks directly to the worklist on several workloads at 10-threads running

on a 10-core Intel Xeon E5-2680v2. SSSP, BFS, CC, and PR all see significant

reductions in instruction count, up to 33%. G500 sees minimal improvements

since it generates relatively few tasks. TC has no improvement since it does

not dynamically generate any tasks.

Despite the significant reduction in instruction count, the direct work-

list enqueue optimization results in a minor improvement of overall execution

time. As shown in Figure A.3, benchmarks with significant reduction in in-
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struction count experience minor gains, with speedups ranging from 1.038x to

1.08x. G500 and TC are unaffected, with no speedup.
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Appendix B

Galois for FPGA

Accelerating graph workloads on custom architectures can avoid the

bottlenecks described in Chapter 4 by exploiting the massive thread-level par-

allelism present in task-parallel applications and focusing on a high thread

count to obtain sufficient memory-level parallelism. Since hardening specific

scheduling policies can have a significant impact on overall work efficiency,

such graph accelerators must be sufficiently flexible to provide the scheduler

best-suited for a particular the workload. Such flexibility can be achieved

through the reconfigurability provided by FPGAs. Designing such schedulers

targeting FPGA presents a different set of challenges, which we discuss here.

We evaluated a custom FPGA solution for implementing Galois ap-

plications on the Convey MX-100 FPGA platform, a boutique FPGA plat-

form coupling 4 FPGAs with 16 channels of custom scatter-gather memory.

The high-level Galois for FPGA microarchitecture is depicted in Figure B.1,

comprising of worklist and graph library modules connected to graph engines

customized for the application. For this feasibility study, we evaluated a hand-

written engine for SSSP.
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Figure B.1: Galois for FPGA microarchitectural overview

B.1 Implemented Custom SSSP Engine

To generate the engine, the SSSP source code was manually scheduled

into pipeline stages and implemented in Bluespec. To maximize throughput,

the engine must support multiple accesses to the graph in flight; to accomplish

this, a simple mechanical code transformation is necessary, shown in Figure

B.3. Through the split-phase trasformation, the request and response method

calls can be scheduled into different pipeline stages with the appropriate con-

text buffering to support a large number of calls in flight. The final schedule

is shown in Figure B.4, along with the decoupled graph request and response

calls. While SSSP was implemented manually, these transformations can in

theory be performed by a Galois HLS compiler.

Since there are loops in the pipeline, special care must be taken to

prevent deadlock, which can occur when a thread needs to loop back but the
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Graph graph = { /* init */}; // Initialize graph contents
WorkList<GraphNode> workQ();
workQ.enq(init); // worklist initialized with the starting node
foreach(uint nodeId : workQ) {

GraphNode node = graph.readNode(nodeId);
foreach(Edge edge : graph.readEdges(node)) {

bool retry = true;
while(retry) {

retry = false;
uint newDist = node.dist + edge.weight;
if(newDist < graph.readNode(edge.dest).dist) {

if(graph.cas(node.dist, newDist)) {
workQ.enq(edge.dest);

}
else {

retry = true;
}

}
}

}
}

Figure B.2: Modified Galois target code for SSSP
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Graph graph = { /* init */}; // Initialize graph contents
WorkList<GraphNode> workQ();
workQ.enq(init); // worklist initialized with the starting node
foreach(uint nodeId : workQ) {

graph.readNodeReq(nodeId);
GraphNode node = graph.readNodeResp();

graph.readEdgesReq(node.edgePtr + i);
foreach(Edge edge : graph.readEdgesResp());
bool retry = true;
while(retry) {

retry = false;
uint newDist = node.dist + edge.weight;
graph.readNodeReq(edge.dest);
if(newDist < graph.readNodeResp().dist) {

graph.casReq(node.dist, newDist);
if(graph.casResp()) {

workQ.enq(edge.dest);
}
else {

retry = true;
}

}
}

}
}

Figure B.3: Transformed Galois code for SSSP
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Figure B.4: Scheduled SSSP Pipeline

context buffer is full. Since looping back is performed by enqueueing a thread

context from the end of the pipeline to an earlier stage, this causes deadlock

as that thread prevents other threads from making forward progress. We solve

the deadlock issue through a credit-based system. All threads attempting to

enter the loop must first reserve space in the context buffer. If no space exists,

then the thread stalls until an earlier thread has finished looping.

B.2 The Worklist Library Module

For our implementation shown in Figure B.5, we focused on designing

a simple yet high-throughput worklist microarchitecture. The worklist is com-

prised of two components, the front-end and back-end. The front-end presents

a simple task enqueue/dequeue interface to each engine and buffers incoming

and outgoing tasks, performs work balancing across engines, and implements
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Figure B.5: Worklist Microarchitecture

any ordering schemes specified by the user. For this study, we only evaluated

an unordered worklist. The back-end handles worklist spills and fills to main

memory.

The worklist front-end consists of N lanes, where each lane is connected

directly with an SSSP engine. Each lane has dedicated large-capacity work

queues (currently 2048 entries) to buffer incoming and outgoing tasks. The

fully pipelined design enables the front-end to be capable of processing one

task per cycle per lane. As work is dynamically generated, a work stealing

ring network performs load balancing when necessary. If an engine attempts to

dequeue a task but none are available, the worklist sends a work steal request

to its neighbor. The next time the neighbor performs a worklist enqueue,

the packet is delivered to the requestor’s work stealing queue. Since SSSP is

initialized with only one task but each task produces many additional tasks

early on, this work stealing mechanism quickly distributes tasks among engines

within the same FPGA. However, engines cannot steal work from engines on
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Figure B.6: Worklist data organization example

a different FPGA. Tasks only spread from one FPGA to another when the

amount of tasks exceeds buffering capacity in the front-end, causing the back-

end to spill excess tasks to memory, thus enabling idle FPGAs to process these

excess tasks.

When an SSSP engine attempts to enqueue a task but its work queue

is full, the worklist front-end sends the task to the back-end. The back-end

contains dedicated per-lane input and output double buffers to stream tasks

to and from global memory. When a lane’s output buffer is filled, the task

write FSM is triggered. As shown in Figure B.6, global memory contains a

concurrent task spill queue shared among all FPGAs in the system. The task

spill queue handles work distribution between FPGAs, enables unbounded task

generation, and allows each FPGA to only store a small percentage of tasks in

local memory. Since multiple FPGAs may simultaneously access the task spill

queue, the FSM locks the task spill queue prior to access. To minimize locking

overhead, the FSM performs a bulk streaming write operation consisting of all
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packets in a lane’s output buffer (currently 1024).

The read FSM is triggered when any lane’s input buffers are empty and

the task spill queue is not empty. As the FPGA’s worklist back-end contains a

stale copy of the global worklist head and tail pointers, the read FSM will poll

the worklist to determine if new work has been added. Like the write FSM,

the read FSM locks the global work queue prior to use.

B.3 The Graph Library Module

The Graph library module provides a graph read/write interface to the

engine. SSSP requires the ability to read nodes, read edges, and perform a

compare-and-swap on a node payload. Each graph operation is implemented as

a separate pipeline supporting many concurrent requests in flight. As shown

in Figure B.4, we instantiate a dedicated graph operation pipeline for each

engine graph call such that each engine pipeline stage that accesses memory

can have multiple memory requests in flight, enabling 4 engines to utilize all

16 memory channels.

B.4 Evaluation

The SSSP accelerator was written in Bluespec System Verilog [108], a

high-level hardware description language. The use of Bluespec should enable

much tighter control of the generated Galois microarchitecture compared to

HLS languages while greatly increasing productivity over hardware description
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Method Description
CPU 1x Intel Xeon E5-2643
CPU Memory 256GB DDR3
FPGA 4x Virtex-6 HX-565T
FPGA Memory 128GB SG-DIMMs
FPGA Memory Bandwidth 128GB/s

Table B.1: Worklist interface

Figure B.7: Convey MX-100 architectural overview

languages like SystemVerilog.

B.4.1 The Convey MX-100

We evaluate our SSSP accelerator on the Convey MX-100 FPGA plat-

form. As shown in Table B.1, the MX-100 is a bleeding-edge machine coupling

fast general-purpose processors with multiple FPGAs with dedicated high-

bandwidth scatter-gather memory optimized for 64-bit operations. Figure B.7

depicts the overall platform architecture. The four FPGAs, known as Appli-
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cation Engines, are connected with a crossbar to 8 memory controllers, each

connecting to two channels of scatter-gather memory optimized for 64-bit ran-

dom access for a total of 16 memory channels. To design a Convey hybrid-core

program, the user first designs a custom Personality, consisting of the FPGA

bit-file containing a custom instruction set designed to accelerate individual

algorithms within applications. The Personality source code must interface

with Convey’s Personality Development Kit (PDK), which presents an inter-

face to Convey’s abstraction layer, including its memory interface. Convey

users must explicitly transfer data to the FPGA memory before calling the

Personality instruction, and transfer the results back to CPU memory upon

instruction completion. To run on Convey, the SSSP accelerator resides within

a Personality.

The MX-100 is so far the only machine designed by Convey to support

atomic memory operations, including atomic add, subtract, and compare-

and-swap (CAS) operations. We chose the MX-100 platform because these

atomic operations are essential for supporting high-performance synchroniza-

tion across multiple FPGAs. In addition, the specialized Convey scatter-gather

memory is perfect for supporting the pointer-chasing memory access patterns

present in many Galois applications including SSSP.

B.4.2 Results

We synthesized and evaluated a 4-engine SSSP accelerator with speci-

fications listed in Table B.3. Due to timing constraints, the SSSP accelerator
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Module Slices % of total Slice Reg LUTs BRAM
XC6VHX565T 88,560 100% 708,480 (100%) 354,240 (100%) 912 (100%)
Convey Top 67,586 76% 198,903 (28%) 182,824 (51%) 146 (12%)
* BSV Wrapper 33,979 38% 88,601 68,060 96
** SSSP Top 20,831 24% 50,816 46,617 80
*** SSSP Engines 3,036 3.4% 8,796 7,916 24
*** Graph 5,576 6.3% 15,862 13,262 24
*** Worklist 4,491 5.1% 9,420 10,291 32
**** Worklist Backend 3,629 4.1% 7,650 8,334 24

Table B.2: SSSP FPGA resource usage (4 engines)

FPGA Count 4
Engine Count per FPGA 4
Clock Speed 125MHz
Graph Mem Ops in Flight per Port 128
Worklist Entries per Engine 8192
Engine Double Buffer Size 1024

Table B.3: SSSP uArch tested configuration

is downclocked to 125MHz while the rest of the Convey infrastructure runs at

150MHz. All four Convey Application FPGAs are programmed with the same

bitfile, resulting in 16 engines in total. With up to 128 memory operations in

flight per memory port, the design should in theory be able to send a memory

request to each channel every cycle, resulting in up to 16 memory requests per

cycle. FPGA resource utilization is shown in Table B.2. Convey overheads are

high: the SSSP accelerator is only 32% of the size of the entire design, con-

suming 24% of total slices in the FPGA. The Bluespec wrapper itself uses 14%

of available FPGA slices. The SSSP engines, graph, and worklist modules all

utilize roughly the same amount of FPGA resources, i.e., roughly 5% for each

component for a total of 14.8% of available FPGA slices. These structures are

designed to be scalable such that we can expect resource utilization for engine,
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Figure B.8: FPGA edges/second speedup vs. software

graph, and worklist modules to increase linearly with the number of engines

as we add additional graph pipelines and worklist lanes.

We were able to simulate reasonably-sized graphs to completion in the

Bluesim simulation framework. The SSSP design is functionally correct com-

pared to a software golden model. For our tests, we used USA-road-NY, an

undirected graph consisting of all roads in the state of New York, contain-

ing 264K nodes and 730K edges. However, this graph is too small to obtain

any meaningful result running in software. As an approximation to overall

performance, we measured the rate at which the SSSP engines were able to

commit SSSP destination nodes. A commit occurs when a shorter path has

been discovered, resulting in a distance update to the destination node and the

destination node being added to the worklist. We then measured the average

edges committed each second by a single-threaded Galois software implemen-

tation running a large input (USA-road-USA) on a Xeon E7540 server. The

results in Figure B.8 shows the potential of FPGA acceleration on SSSP. We
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Figure B.9: Compare-and-Swap retry ratio

achieve up to 100x speedup, with performance leveling off around 80x with

increasing memory latency. The design of the SSSP accelerator microarchitec-

ture to support hundreds of memory options in flight allow the accelerator to

tolerate memory latency and efficiently utilize available memory bandwidth.

To preserve atomicity, SSSP node distance updates are performed us-

ing atomic compare-and-swap operations. Figure B.9 shows the number of

CAS retry operations as a function of time across the entire span of program

execution. Retries start out low, but quickly ramp up as multiple engines

are assigned work by the scheduler. The retry ratio peaks after all engines

are warmed up and executing, and gradually decreases as each engine starts

processing nodes further away from other engines. The small spikes near the

end of execution are a result of better paths being discovered, resulting in idle

engines waking up and causing more conflicts.

Figure B.10 shows the number of edges in flight per engine as a function

of time. After each FPGA has been woken up, a steady state of roughly 150
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Figure B.10: Edges in flight per engine

edges in flight is quickly reached and remains there for the entire duration of

program execution. This demonstrates that there is sufficient parallelism in

the algorithm and input dataset, which enables high performance from the

throughput-optimized Galois microarchitecture. Our preliminary experiments

demonstrate that FPGA acceleration for Galois applications is a viable path

and able to address the bottlenecks within Galois described in the Motivation.
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